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Abstract
In the information age, there is plenty of information available publicly in the field of
biology. Utilization of biological data is still slow and inefficient compared to the amount
of data generated. This problem arise due to the specific characteristics of biological data,
which are complex, dynamic and variable. With the introduction of high throughput
technologies, the gap between data creation and utilization has become wider. This issue
is critical and poses a challenge in the field of systems biology, where data from several
sources are needed for model construction and analysis.
In order to build a data ecosystem to support human tissue specific genome reconstruction and further analysis, a collection of libraries, applications and a web site have
been developed. A dedicated database management system was designed specifically
for metabolic and related data to support human tissue specific genome scale metabolic
model reconstruction providing data standardization and data integration. Two database
APIs, Corgi and Dactyls, were developed following the Object-oriented data model to
fulfill the database management system’s functions. This database management system
was used to manage, provide and exchange information concerning particularly human
metabolism. Furthermore was developed the visualization system, Ondine that allows
overlaying of data and information on metabolic pathway maps with a zoom/pan user
interface.
In order to efficiently deploy human tissue specific metabolic information from a
collection of genome-scale metabolic models (GEMs), the Human Metabolic Atlas (HMA)
website was created as an online resource to provide comprehensive human metabolic
information as models and as a database for further specific analysis. In addition, the Atlas
also serves as a tool for communicating with the wider research community. The Atlas,
providing a visualization of the metabolic map implemented on the Ondine engine, provides
comparative information of metabolism among deposited GEMs. Hreed is intended to
provide accurate information about human metabolism in order to exchange data with the
community and to support metabolic network based modeling and analysis through both
the graphical and application programming interfaces. This data ecosystem development
and implementation is the starting step for the enhancement of data utilization in systems
biology.
Keywords: database design; database system; omic data visualization system; data
integration; data standardization
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1
1.1

Introduction
Background

Living organisms are complex systems composed of sophisticated and dynamic interactions
involving a very large number of cellular components. To gain insight into such complex
systems in an organism with the limited technology available, we typically consider them
apart and individually study the specific properties of very small parts of the system. High
throughput technologies, such as DNA sequencing, microarray, RNA sequencing, etc.,
has provided us with a great opportunity to observe the comprehensive variables of the
system simultaneously with the development of system-level science of biology, i.e. systems
biology (Kitano 2002). Systems biology aims to understand complex biological systems
by integrating the information from the system components and their relationships to
reconstruct computational models as a system scaffold from various data sources and
levels such as genome, transcriptome, proteome, metabolome, interactome or reactome
(Ideker et al. 2001).
Knowledge about human metabolism is important for the understanding of diseases, its
diagnostics and for finding novel treatments. In order to understand human metabolism,
human genome scale metabolic models (GEMs) as generic scaffolds of human metabolism
have been built with examples such as the Edinburgh Human Metabolic Network (Ma
et al. 2007) and Recon (Duarte et al. 2007). However, human metabolism is very complex
and specific for each cell type. A generic model alone is not sufficient for a deep and full
understanding of the whole human body metabolism. Several model reconstruction methods have been built based on different algorithms, but they have the same requirements,
which are various layers and large amounts of data (Wang et al. 2012; Jerby et al. 2010).
With the emergence of high throughput technologies, the data has been expanded into
many aspects including a number of data, data type and data collection 1.1. Consequently,
databases such as GenBank (Benson et al. 2013), UniProt (The UniProt Consortium
2013), SGD (4), HMDB (Wishart, Knox, et al. 2009), KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2012) and
GEO (Barrett et al. 2011) have been developed and are available for the public. In order to
utilize varieties of data sources, a systematic data processing pipeline, which includes data
integration, organization and visualization respectively, is needed as shown in Figure 1.2.
This remains a significant technical challenge in the field of computational systems biology.
The challenges of data integration consist of many aspects that usually occur during
data propagation. 1) Database variation: most databases are developed by different
aspects and provide different formats of data query interfaces. The information of data
units from different data sources are sometimes not the same even if they describe the
same thing, which is due to the aspect of data collection. For example, 2 databases
describing certain protein characteristics from different aspects; one from the experimental
aspect and the other from computational prediction, are not comparable. Moreover,
with the heterogeneity of the query interface, most databases use the standard database
1

Figure 1.1 Examples of public databases that are usually used in systems biology in
three dimensional formats including data layers, number of databases in each layer and
estimated size of the data.

management system (DBMS) and implement widely-understood data query systems which
enables the user to retrieve the right information easily, while some do not. Other data
are provided in flat file with some interchangeable formats which requires certain libraries
or software to read and interpret it. These barriers lead to problems concerning data
quality. 2) The query: The complexity of the query from the databases increases with the
complexity of the research question. This challenge becomes more critical when dealing
with research questions in systems biology. 3) Data updates: Normally, data are updated
locally. Most databases lack an interface to update data globally. Should there be one,
it still remains a laborious task to update data from external sources into integrated
data (Davidson 1995). All in all, these three factors make data integration and further
management extremely challenging and error-prone.
The integrated data needs to be systematically organized, not only to ensure data
integrity, but also to provide some interfaces to use the data. To build and implement
a database for systems biological data is the same as a database system for other types
of data. However, there are two problems that rarely exist in other types of database
implementation.
1. Data aspect evolution: Data aspect, the way that we view and interpret the data,
is implemented tightly in database design and can be changed by new knowledge
discovery. When the data aspect changes, in most cases, the database schema has to
be considered for redesign and reimplementation. Biological data is considered to be
2

Figure 1.2 Data processing pipeline; integration, organization and visualization.

in the most complex data category that is constantly changing. These aforementioned
reasons pose a severe problem for biological database implementation (Birney and
Clamp 2004; Ozsoyoglu et al. 2006), which can be complemented by an adaptable
data model design concept Millard et al. 2011.
2. Peopleware: Biological databases are very special and specific, in terms of data
and utilization. Biological data that are usually stored in databases are in terms
or words that can be ambiguous depending on the data aspect. Furthermore, the
relationships of the information in biology are very complex, which also affects how
data is stored and queried. Therefore, for efficiently managing this kind of data, a
specific programming interface needs to be developed in parallel with the database
design for propagating the data and utilizing it. This means that developing and
implementing a biological database is not a database design problem, but it is
associated with biological and programming problems (Birney and Clamp 2004),
which means that there is a need for people who have multidisciplinary knowledge.
Besides querying data, visualizing data is another easier way for the user to investigate
and explore the information stored in the database. Visualization is helpful for several
research fields in biology, but with the increasing complexity of biological data particularly
in systems biology, building a visualization system to illustrate all the information of the
whole complex system remains challenging (Tao et al. 2004).
This thesis focuses on database and visualization system development integrated by
web-based technology as a comprehensive research platform to support GEM reconstruc3

tion and distribution.
The first version of the database, called Human Metabolic Reaction, was built relying
on relational database model with SQL-based database management system to support
INIT algorithm (Agren et al. 2012), for which GEM reconstruction is based on as described
in Paper III. However, due to the complexity of the data used in the modeling work,
there were too many data tables used in the data model causing less efficiency of the
querying process and resulting in a loss of accuracy in the queried data. To overcome this
problem, a database management system was newly developed relying on a combination
of object-oriented and graph data model in programmatic data layer (conceptual data
layer) and a document-oriented data model in actual data storage layer (physical data
layer). Whole database processes, including Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD),
are provided in the database API library base, which was initially developed in C++
programming language named Corgi (C++ object-oriented graph interface) with more
efficiency in speed and memory optimization (Paper II). However due to the nature of
the C++ language, this library is quite difficult to use by biologists. To provide an easier
alternative for biologists to use the database system, the second database API library was
built in the Ruby scripting programming language called Dactyls (Derived ActiveRecord
data model and query library for systems biology). This library provides classes and
functions to support data modeling and general database activities and particularly the
new data query system mimicking the biological processes, which biologists can use
without any effort (Paper IV).
To make high throughput data easier to digest for biologists, an effective visualization system is needed. Ondine (Omics navigator for data integration and evaluation)
was developed to interactively visualize a multi-level omics data, which allow users to
simultaneously navigate transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic data on biological
pathways like the KEGG pathway using Ruby on Rails and JavaScript (Paper I). All
these software developments are intended to support data expansion and utilization not
only for the Human Metabolic Atlas project, but also hopefully for general uses in the
research community (Paper IV).

1.2

Thesis structure

This thesis represents a summary of 4 publications and is divided into six chapters.
Chapter 2 describes the database design for systems biology data, which is a part of
Papers II, III and IV. Chapter 3 describes the database management system API library
development, pertaining to Papers II and IV. Chapter 4 describes the visualization
of multi-omic data on metabolic pathway maps from Paper I. Chapter 5 details about
the development and implementation of the Human Metabolic Atlas from Paper IV.
Chapter 6 summarizes the perspective of this work.

4

2

Database design and implementation for
systems biology data

The first point to consider before using a database is the data model, which is a scaffold
of data structure used by the database management system when the data is stored
and queried. Compatibility of the data model to the data can affect the efficiency of
the database system and also the integrity of the information inside the database. This
chapter describes briefly the concepts and methods to design data structure that was used
in Papers II, II and IV.

2.1

Database design concept

The key benefit of using a DBMS is that data are safely and accurately shared to
restricted users or even to the public. To achieve such goals, the basic concepts of a
DBMS, including the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability) properties,
are to be considered in the database design. To control the validity of data changes
occurring when the user performs updates to the database, the atomicity concept is
applied. In particular, only successful transactions will be committed to the database,
otherwise nothing will be committed. Consistency ensures control of data integrity when
multiple users are working at the same time. The isolation concept is used for preventing
interference between two transactions working on the same data object. The last concept
considered is durability, which ensures that the committed data will never be lost (Barry
1996). The design of the data structure follows a ANSI/X3/SPARC proposed data
architecture, which uniquely separates the view of the data structure into three layers
(Steel (jr.) 1975):
1. An external layer, which is the first layer, could be considered as the outer layers of
the database of data abstraction in the database system. It represents the entities
of data to users or applications.
2. A conceptual layer, which is the second data abstraction layer, represents the entities
of data that are assembled from the physical layer and can be transformed to the
external layer as needed.
3. A physical layer represents the concrete data structure that is implemented in an
actual file system and is only used by the DBMS.
All of these three layers were set up independently. There are several data models
that can be used in database design. Table 2.1 compares all of the data models that were
used in this thesis.

2.2

Data identifiers

To make data more consistent, identifiable, understandable and exchangeable, several data
identifiers were implemented for chemical compounds, cross references and annotation
5

Table 2.1 Comparison of data model terms and concepts based on the relational-table
data model.
Relational-table
table
record, row
field,column
SQL
table join

Object-oriented
class, type
object
attribute
OQL
relation aggregation

Graph
node, edge
attribute
graph transversal

Document-oriented
collection
document
attribute,field
link

words during data propagation in the integration processes. For reactions, a specific
identifier was newly developed as described below.

2.2.1

InChI and InChIKey

To provide unique identifiers for chemical compounds instead of using the conventional
and ambiguous identifying names, IUPAC developed a unique computer readable identifier
of chemical compounds named InChI and InChIKey. InChI is comprised of several data
layers that are specifically generated from a molecular structure diagram (Heller et al.
2013). While the length of InChI increases by the number of atoms in the molecule,
which is not suitable for use as database identifiers and is also unreliable to be used as
search keywords, the length of InChIKey is constant. InChIKey contains 25 characters of
encrypted InChI string by SHA-256 function is comprised of 5 informative layers. The full
description of InChI and InChIKey can be obtained from Heller et al. 2013; Williams 2012;
Pletnev et al. 2012; Bachrach 2012. InChI and InChIKey are minimum requirements for
every SmallMolecule objects to be put into the database.

2.2.2

Miriam

One criteria of database design is to support data integration from public databases.
Each database uses its own identifying system, which usually contains only numbers. To
avoid the ambiguity of cross reference identification, the Miriam (Minimum Information
Required in the Annotation of Models) registry was applied in the conceptual data layer.
To provide unique identifiers regardless of the actual data source, the Miriam registry
was provided as an URN (Unified Resources Name) string which comprised of three
parts. The prefix is always ‘urn:miriam’ to specify the register source that is from Miriam,
followed by the namespace of the data collection source. The last part is the identifier
itself. Miriam registry also maintains the actual location of data, which can be useful for
avoiding dead links (Juty et al. 2012).

2.2.3

Reaction key

The key bottleneck of reaction data integration is the inability to compare data among
different sources of database due to incompatibilities of data representation such as the
reaction description format and reactant identifiers. A unique identifier for each reaction
6

Figure 2.1 Information layers of reaction key.
is needed. The international chemical identifier for reactions (RinChI) was developed
by (Grethe et al. 2013). RinChI is mostly analogous to InChI in providing chemical
structure information of reactants and directionality of reactions. However, RinChI is
still lagging in some information, which is usually considered in GEM reconstruction;
such as stoichiometry and charge balance (Kumar et al. 2012). The reaction key was
hereby developed to provide a more comprehensive description of a reaction in a constant
length string. The reaction key string is comprised of 5 essential informative layers of
the reaction; the structure connectivity and stereochemical information of the reactants,
charge balance, stoichiometric number and reaction direction and 3 version control layers
for identifying the version of this reaction key as shown in Figure 2.1. In order to generate
a reaction key, two groups of molecules, the substrate and product, are described as lists
of InChIKey. The list of substrates and products are sorted within a group and again
among the groups. The structure connectivity layers from each InChIKey in the sorted
list are concatenated prior to calculating the structure connectivity layer of the reaction
key using the SHA-256 function. The stereochemical layer of the reaction key is calculated
in the same way as in the structure connectivity layer but by using the stereochemical
layers from the sorted list. The charge balance is the difference between substrate and
product charge summation, which is calculated by using the charge layer in InChIKey.
The stoichiometric number is the summation of reactant coefficients described in the
reaction. The reaction key is used in the database as the main identifier of the reaction
in this database design.

2.3

Data integration

Data integration is a key step and also the most tedious task in the data utilization
process. There are three conceptual tasks that can be applied.
1. Data model transformation and semantic schema matching: the underlying data
schema has to be converted to a common schema before integrated. The transformation needs to preserve all the relevant information, not just the data itself, which
means that the common schema has to reach the criteria. In order to construct the
global schema, the data schema from each data source needs to be matched together
7

to find corresponding or conflicting schema components. This is an important
problem during semantic integration. Some components are named in the same
way, but refer to different things depending on the database development aspect.
Recently, there are no automatic processes available that can be used in semantic
matching because of the ambiguity of the schema naming, which is uninterpretable
by the computer.
2. Schema integration. A global schema is constructed relying on the matched schema,
for which there are 2 approaches, top-down and bottom up. The top-down approach
is to build the common schema first and then continue mapping with the schema
of the data source. On the other hand, the bottom-up approach is to build the
common schema explicitly from the matched schema of data source. The global
schema is generally a union set of data source schema components, which depends
on the degree of integration. With tight degree of schema integration, schema
components of the data sources are mapped precisely to the global schema, after all
the conflicting schema components of the data sources have been solved in order to
ensure data accuracy. Whereas, loose degree of schema integration is simply just
to pool all schema components of the data sources together in order to build the
global schema.
3. Data transformation and data matching. The transformation of the schema level to
the global schema can possibly affect the interpretation of data in the underlying data
sources. The data from the data sources need to be transformed correspondingly to
the global schema in order to initiate data matching. The degree of data integration
depends on how the integrated data is collected. Materialized degree of data
integration is a physical based data propagation and maintenance that information
from all data sources are actually collected and maintained by the target database.
The advantage of this solution is the performance of the target database system,
but it is costly in terms of resources and time to maintain and update the data.
Although the view degree of data integration, which can be considered as virtual
data propagation, is just collecting the hyperlinks to data from data sources, target
databases do not have to maintain the whole data. However, the efficiency and
accuracy in querying across the database depends on the communication between
the database and data structure of the data sources.
From schema and data integration perspectives, the degree of integration can be
classified into two dimensions; tight vs. loose for schema integration and materialized vs.
view for data integration. Tight and materialized degree of integration requires intensive
cost of implementation in order to particularly match the schema of all database sources
and propagate the complete information from each database together into a database,
but provides a high integrity of data. Although, the loose and view degree of integration
requires less effort to transform data schemata and to collect the data, however, they
provide less data integrity. By all means, choosing the degree of integration is to choose
between the cost of implementation and efficiency.
In this work, the database design was aimed to be a global data schema that can be
used in data integration. The integration algorithm was not implemented in database
8

Figure 2.2 A) Conceptual data structure of the HMR database with boxes representing
the data components and lines representing their relationship with cardinality. B) The
HMR database was built using the SQL database. Conceptual data structure was converted
to relational data tables.

API, but some of the functions were implemented to support data integration conceptual
tasks, including file format parsers and web service retrieval function.

2.4

Database design and implementation of HMR database

In order to provide reliable data for GEM reconstruction, a database called HMR database
has been developed as described in Paper III. This database was basically designed to
populate the metabolic network information and to provide a platform for further omic
data integration especially expression data. A MySQL database management system
was used for managing this database. The relational table data model, which manages a
collection of data entities in a table and each data as a tuple, was used in this database
design. The data schema has a hierarchical structure as shown in Figure 2.2 A. After data
normalization, the schema has been converted to the tables as shown in Figure 2.2 B.
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Table 2.2 Version and provided data of data sources that were used for the HMR database
construction. (Adapted from Paper III)
Database
Recon1
EHMN
HumanCyc
KEGG
HPA
HMDB
BioGPS
HepatoNet1

Data category
Reaction, metabolite
Reaction, metabolite
Reaction, metabolite
Reaction, metabolite
Proteome
Metabolome
Transcriptome
Reaction, metabolite

Source format
SBML
Excel
Text file
Text file
Text file
Text file
Text file
Text file

Version
Jan 31, 2008
June 6, 2009
12.5
48
7.1
2.4
2.0
March 1, 2011

Table 2.3 Number of stored data in HMR by category. The numbers in parenthesis are
numbers of unique data. (Adapted from Paper III)
Data category
Gene
Compound
Reaction
Compartment

Number
2,366
9,581 (3,547)
9,922 (6,319)
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In order to support GEM reconstruction, the HMR database was built for propagating
major information from the existing human genome scale metabolic models, Recon1 and
EHMN, as well as integrating the required information for reconstructing algorithms
from external data sources including HumanCyc, KEGG, HPA and HMDB as shown
in Table 2.2. Data was integrated in the tight-materialized degree of integration, which
means that all information were transformed and standardized. To reduce the ambiguity
of the metabolite and reaction information, the InChI and KEGG identifiers, which are
unique for each chemical structure, were used for data standardization. Metabolites with
lacking identifiers were not propagated into the database, as well as their corresponding
reactions. Each reaction was assigned to one or several compartments relying on the
information available from the existing models. Without prior information from the
models, localization of each reaction was inferred from HPA first, thereafter Swissprot
and GO respectively. After the data propagating process, the total number of data is
shown in Table 2.3.

2.5

Database design and implementation in Hreed

In Papers II and IV, the data structure design of Hreed, a database for human reactions
and related omic data representing an ongoing endeavor to serve researchers in human
metabolic network data analysis and GEM reconstruction, was described. It is a specific
data model that was designed and developed by taking the following into account: 1)
the ability to integrate multi-level omics data; 2) that biological data are complex,
heterogeneous, and dynamic (Ozsoyoglu et al. 2006); 3) the diversities of resources in
10

terms of data model, semantic heterogeneity, data completeness and data correctness; 4)
reusability, extensibility, flexibility and interoperability of the system; and 5) integrity,
consistency and reliability of the data in the database.

2.5.1

Conceptual data layer

This abstraction layer serves as an interchangeable data structure between the user and
database management system. All database processes and activities were implemented
relying on this data layer. Database design usually begins here.
object-oriented data model (OODM)
In an object-oriented data model, a real world object is represented as a data object,
which can be distinctly identified. This concept is applicable for biological information,
which is apparently heterogeneous and sophisticated (Okayama et al. 1998). A data
object is characterized by their class or object type and its attributes (Zhao and Roberts
1988). A class or object type is an entity type that has a well-defined state, identity and
behavior in the application domain and should represent a tangible and visible entity type
(Hoffer et al. 2011). Attributes are normally described as attribute-value pairs, which are
comparable to fields and their data in the relational-table database. In the OODM, there
are three types of attributes (Zhao and Roberts 1988):
• Value attribute is a primitive data type, which can includes boolean, integer, floating
point and character or string.
• Group attribute is a group of primitive data type. In database implementation, this
is normally described as an array or set.
• Aggregation attribute is a special attribute type that is used for referring to another
object normally by Object ID (OID).
Relationship among objects can be easily specified using the aggregation attribute.
However, to aggregate objects together, it is required to clearly specify about the type of
object that can be aggregated within the class during the first implementation to preserve
data integrity. This is not suitable for biological data, which are very dynamic. The
OODM was implemented in this database design without aggregation attribute type.
graph data model
Graph is a collection of nodes connected by edges. To apply graphs into the data model,
a data entity is described as a node with node attributes, which is the same as in OODM.
Nodes are connected by edges to illustrate their binary relationship. Edges are typed and
always stored pointers to start and end nodes. This data model is suitable for storing less
descriptive data entities with complex relationships.
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object-oriented graph data model (OOGMD)
With some limitations of these database models, a data model was designed by using a
combination of the OODM and graph data model in programmatic data layer (conceptual
data layer) storing tangible biological entities as objects and their relationships in binary
relationship of the graph model to fit with the high complexity data that are used in
GEM reconstruction and multi-omic data integration.
In this work, classes were designed by adapting the class description in the BioPAX
ontology. BioPAX is a standard language used to define biological pathways including
related entities to support the development of databases and computational tools. A set
of well-defined abstraction classes, covering all real world phenomena used by systems
biologists, were implemented in a language standard (Demir et al. 2010). The implemented
classes were strictly designed based on object-oriented programming concepts: 1) Data
abstraction and encapsulation, properties and data structure of a class have to be protected
from procedures and users. Data in the classes can only be accessed through the class
interface called operator. This design concept is used to control data consistency inside
the object; and 2) inheritance is a mechanism of code reusability, which is a powerful
object-oriented approach. Subclasses were generalized from its ancestor class called
superclass and inherited the basis of class definition; such as attributes and methods from
their superclass Bertino and Martino 1993. This concept makes the library more modular
and easy to organize. To represent the data models, a specific tool called Unified Modeling
Language (UML) Object Management Group 2011 was used to represent the static view
of the conceptual data structure. Biological components; transcripts, proteins, compounds
and reactions are defined as physical entity class mimicking node in the graph data model.
Whereas, relationships among the classes are represented separately as relation class
mimicking edge in the graph data model.

2.5.2

Sub-conceptual data layer

To avoid deep technical development of the physical data layer, the conceptual data
layer was implemented as a separated API on top of the conceptual data layer of the
underlying database management system named MongoDB, which can be considered
as a sub conceptual data layer. MongoDB was chosen because of its conceptual data
layer, which relies on the document-oriented data model. This data model is a dynamic
schema and a fluent polymorphism data model, which perfectly supports the data schema
changes. This layer of data structure is considered to be an interchangeable data model
between the conceptual data layer in the database API and the physical data layer in
MongoDB. In Sub-conceptual data layer, data entities are considered as documents, which
are gathered together in a collection. Data objects are managed as documents in the
BSON format, which is a binary version of the JSON documents. The JSON document is
a text-based document standard that was designed for human-readable data interchange.
The structure of the documents was derived from the JavaScript language for representing
associative arrays with a set of attribute-value pairs. Each attribute in a data object was
converted to attribute-value pairs. Data and relation objects were stored separately in
different collections.
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Table 2.4 Summary of the Hreed database. (Adapted from Paper IV)
Datasets
Ensembl gene 69
Ensembl transcript 69
UniProt 2012 09
HMR compound
Pooled dataset
HMR reaction

2.5.3

Source
biomart.org
biomart.org
uniprot.org
metabolicatlas.org
metabolicatlas.org
metabolicatlas.org

Data types
Gene (and Chromosome)
Transcript
Protein
Compound
Compound
Biological reaction

Imported/Total
62311
213272
19084
1692/3539
72594
5282/5526

External data layer

The external data schema is not different from the schema in the conceptual layer.
However, in order to control data consistency during requests and data updates from
applications, the data access library was designed to support general operations that
are requested from applications or clients such as by querying, inserting, updating and
deleting data with the class and object method. These operations were developed by
using database operators from the MongoDB library and implemented using some build-in
processes to control the integrity, consistency and reliability of data following the ACID
properties. These operators were defined specifically for each type of data class. The
output data objects returned from the operators were instances of data classes. The
actual data structure was encapsulated in the class.
To provide feasible data query interface to users, particularly biologists, query methods
were designed based on their actual object behaviors. Instead of using general searching
query languages like SQL, where users have to know the exact conceptual data structure,
specific methods named as their tangible object behavior were implemented; such as
finding the transcript’s object from gene by using the ‘transcribe’ function or proteins
from transcript by using the ‘translate’ function, etc. The full detail of the implementation
will be illustrated in Chapter 3.

2.5.4

Implementation of Hreed database

The Hreed database was developed to collect reaction, metabolite and gene-reaction
relationship information of models deposited in the HMA repository for further GEM
reconstruction and data analysis. Several kinds of data including human gene, transcript,
protein, small molecule and reaction data, as shown in Table 2.4, were transformed into
data objects as described in the conceptual data structure and then propagated into
the database. Small molecules and reactions data, regarded as the major information
in Hreed, were populated from HMR1.0 (Mardinoglu et al. 2013) with minimum data
requirement concerns according to one of the design criteria, data integrity. The minimum
requirements for propagating a metabolite are InChI and InChIKey and for the reaction
data, a reaction key, whose calculator was provided by the Sylfy library. To support
reaction data expansion and to assist users when adding new reactions to the database
in the future, small molecule data was incorporated from external compound databases
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including HMDB (Wishart, Tzur, et al. 2007), LMSD (Sud et al. 2007), ChEBI (Hastings
et al. 2013) and PubChem (Bolton et al. 2008) with full InChI annotation.
Based on the database design, the database schema was implemented with a tight
degree of integration, in which all of data source schemata had to be transformed and
were precisely matched with the conceptual data structure before data transfer. This
approach is time consuming, but ensures high quality of the data integrity.
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3
3.1

Database management system API library
development
Corgi (C++ object-oriented graph interface) API
library (Paper III)

This chapter describes about the development of Corgi, a database API for systems biology
data that represents an ongoing endeavor to serve researchers in systems biology and
to provide alternative solutions for vital issues in data handling, access and integration.
It is a specific database API that was designed and developed by taking the following
into account: 1) the ability to integrate multilevel omic data; 2) that biological data
are complex, heterogeneous, and dynamic (Ozsoyoglu et al. 2006); 3) the diversities of
resources in terms of data model, semantic heterogeneity, data completeness and data
correctness; 4) reusability, extensibility and interoperability of the system; and 5) integrity,
consistency and reliability of the data in the database. An object-oriented concept was
adopted for the design of the database schema, which represents practical information as
an object with related attributes and a variety of relationships. This concept is applicable
for biological information, which is apparently heterogeneous and sophisticated (Okayama
et al. 1998). Corgi was developed in C++ and included a library providing important
functions to manage and interact with the system.

3.1.1

Global System Architecture

Corgi is a specialized database API developed using the C++ programming language
based on conceptual data structure of the database design. The overview of the system
architecture is shown in Figure 3.1. As the base of the system, the physical layer is
managed by a document-based management system, MongoDB, which contains the
necessary interfaces such as an interactive shell and web services. However, MongoDB
is not designed to manage structured data. This may cause problems in data integrity,
consistency and reliability. Corgi was therefore implemented as a database API, providing
vital functions to manage transactions between developers and the system making it easy
to populate and transform data.

3.1.2

Library architecture

The Corgi API library was developed in C++ on top of the MongoDB driver. It provides
4 class collections; data wrapper, database, parser and services.

3.1.3

Data wrapper class collection

To manage complex data in systems biology, a specific OOGDM was implemented in
the data wrapper class collection. This class collection was developed in an objectoriented approach to manage the data structure at the conceptual layer and to work as
15

Figure 3.1 The Corgi API architecture. The Core library is comprised of data wrappers,
services and data parser classes built on top of the MongoDB database management system.
(Adapted from Paper II)

an interface between the developer and the database by hiding the actual implementation
of the physical data structure. The design of the class structure relied on the basis that
controls data integrity and consistency. The wrapper class structure was adapted from the
ontology class of Biological Pathway Exchange (BioPAX) (Demir et al. 2010). All classes
in the data wrapper class collection were specialized from the superclass ”Object”. The
BioObject class and its subclasses represent the major type of data that can be populated
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into the system. The PhysicalEntity sub-classes support molecular entities including
small molecules, DNA molecules, genes, RNA molecules, proteins and molecular complex
data. The Interaction subclasses support biological reactions, molecular interactions,
genetic interactions and control interactions. There are relationships among the concrete
classes following the biological relationships of real biological objects to support the
data integration of multilevel data into the network as shown in Figure 2b. The Literal
subclasses were designed to support the general data structure that is commonly used in
the BioObject derived classes, and the Literal subclasses, except for the Relation class,
were not placed in the physical layer of the database system as an independent document.
In the conceptual layer, the Relation class was included in the BioObject derived class as
object data members, however, when objects were inserted into the physical layer, the
Relation class instances were placed separately from BioObject derived classes. Subclass
in Corgi does not support sub-typing ability. Users cannot query or refer to the sub-class
by their superclass. Figure 3.2 is an illustrated overview of the implemented classes in
the library.

Figure 3.2 The object derived classes and their relationships. A) Class diagram of
the object derived class. The boxes represent the classes. The diagram illustrates the
relationship among the classes. (Adapted from Paper II)

Parser class collection
There are several public databases where users can retrieve and dump the data into
their own database. Unfortunately, each database provides data in different formats
without any proper parser libraries in C++. To cope with this issue and support data
integration concepts, the library provides classes for parsing general data, which are
usually used in systems biology. In particular, the data files will be parsed into a specific
instance with available interfaces for database managers to extract the right information.
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Because of the inconsistency of data formats among the public databases, the library
does not automatically format the data to the system data structure. An additional
program is required to extract the desired information from the parser class interfaces and
then transform the data into the system data structure by using the data wrapper class
collection. The parser class collection supports general formats used in most biological
databases including BioPAX, PSIMI, ChEBI OWL and OBO OWL format. The BioPAX
parser is based on Level 2, Release Version 1.0 Cary et al. 2005. Codes from XMLParser
(version 2.42 of Business-Insight International under the AFPL licenses) were implemented
in all parser classes.
Service class collection
The ”REST” class was developed using the cURL library [http://curl.haxx.se] to send
request- packages to the REST (Representational State Transfer) server and retrieve
responses back. Only the simple GET and POST methods, supported by most public
web services, were implemented in this class. The responses are commonly returned
in the XML format that is parsed automatically by an XML Parser. There were two
service interfaces included in this class collection, MIRIAM registry and BioPortal services.
The MIRIAM registry service was implemented in the database system as a standard
for cross-reference identities (ids). Some of the MIRIAM web service interfaces were
also implemented in this class collection by using the ”REST” class, which are useful in
resolving the MIRIAM registry to the original URL and back to the reference. BioPortal
(Whetzel and Noy 2011) is a web portal of the National Center for Biomedical Ontology
(NCBO) for providing information about biomedical ontology terms and to map between
terms in different ontologies. All terms in the database system are forced to use only
registered ontology terms. To make it simple for developers, interfaces for the BioPortal
RESTful web service were implemented in the services class collection to request the
ontology term information and to map the term id.

3.1.4

Sub-conceptual layer data structure

The objects from the PhysicalEntity and Interaction subclasses were stored in the database
as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) documents (Ecma 2009). The management system
implements the JSON documents in a binary version called BSON. All documents
are pooled together in the ”object” collection without a relation field. The system
recognizes the class of an object from the term in the ”type” field, which is automatically
defined by the system when the object is initiated. To improve the consistency of
complex relationships, the graph database concept was implemented in the physical
layer. Relationships among the objects are represented as edges of the graph and stored
separately in a different collection named ”relation”. The relation objects refer to the
related objects (i.e. a node of the graph) by id.

3.1.5

Database activities

In general, most of the noSQL DBMSs are lagging some ACID properties. As well as
in MongoDB, it only provides the A-atomicity operation to the single document and
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D-durability by using a journaling system. To maintain integrity, consistency and reliability of data within the database during the committing process and to ensure that
most transactions follow the ACID principle, all activities in the database have to be
done using the specific functions from the Corgi API library. Four basic functions were
provided to manage general activities inside the database system as shown in Figure 3.3.
Create To avoid duplication, data insertion begins with comparing between the cross
references from ‘dataPrimarySource’ and ‘xref’ field in the object and the index of the
‘object’ collection. If there is a match, the system will raise an error message to the user
and terminate the insertion process. Afterwards, relation documents will be generated. If
there is no error, an object document will be generated and inserted into the database
followed by the atomic insertion of the relation documents. As previously mentioned, the
database system does not support multiple document transactions across the collections.
During this ‘insert’ operation, the system needs to insert both the ‘object” document and
related ‘relation’ documents. To maintain the ACID properties, if the atomic insertion of
the relation documents results in an error, the object document added previously will be
deleted. The insertion process will be terminated following this.
Read This function uses the query engine of the database system to obtain objects
from a submitted query string. Related relationship documents will be queried and
combined with the object document. This query function also provides a process to
format the resulting documents into elements of the data wrapper class.
Update Update transactions start with masking the original document into a temporary one followed by inserting the updated object document into the database. If
the insertion process fails, the original version of the document will be returned to the
database. Otherwise, it will be removed.
Delete At the beginning, all objects are obtained from a query string provided by the
users. Each ‘object’ document will be masked as a temporary document and subsequently,
the related relationship documents will be removed from the ‘relation’ collection with
an atomic transaction. At the end, the temporary document will be removed from the
database. To maintain the ACID properties, if there is an error during the process of
removing the relationship documents, the object document will be returned back to the
database.

3.2

3.2.1

Dactyls (Derived ActiveRecord data model and
query library for systems biology ) API (Paper
IV)
Global System Architecture

Dactyls is a database API developed based on the ruby scripting language relying on objectoriented and graph conceptual data structure of the database design. This API library
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Figure 3.3 UML activity diagrams of the general database transactions. A) create B)
delete C) update and D) read
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Figure 3.4 The Dactyls API architecture. Dactyls was developed to serve the behavioral
query system and accommodate further database expansion incorporated with the service
library Sylfy and the ORM library on top of the MongoDB database management system.

was developed in parallel to Corgi. While Corgi was especially developed for programmers
and database system managers who have good knowledge about the C++ programming
language, Dactyls is tailored for end users such as biologists. The overview of the system
architecture is shown in Figure 3.4. This database API was also developed based on
the object-oriented graph data model in the conceptual data layer using MongoDB as
the underlying database system. Dactyls was therefore implemented as a database API,
providing effortless query system for biologists and supporting general CRUD activities.

3.2.2

Library architecture

Dactyls was developed using the object-relational mapping (ORM) system, MongoModel,
to convert data models between the document-oriented data model in the sub-conceptual
data layer into the object-oriented graph data model in the conceptual data layer. ORM
is a computational technique to convert incompatible data models, usually relational
databases, into object-oriented models by creating virtual object-oriented databases as an
interface between the database management system and application or API. MongoModel
is a Ruby scripting language ORM system specific to MongoDB, used as a base DBMS,
to provide several functions to create data objects and CRUD activities. With this ORM,
Dactyls can fulfill the expansibility of design criteria, support the dynamic properties
of biological data and support subtyping. Utility classes including web services, file
format conversion, chemical data conversion and reaction key calculation were developed
separately in the Sylfy library.
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Figure 3.5 Data models in the conceptual data layer. (The DNA, RNA and protein
molecules were generated from PDB files of 2O61, 1PNS and 3HM8 respectively using
Pymol (www.pymol.org). Glucose and Glucose-6-phosphate structures were obtained
from PubChem (Evan et al. 2014). (A) Biological entity categories and their functions.
(B) Data classes reflecting each biological entity category and relation classes for their
functions.

Data wrapper classes
Data wrapper classes are the implementation of the conceptual data layer following the
object-oriented graph data model. With OODM, the classes were implemented imitating
tangible biological components, genes, transcripts, proteins, compounds and reactions.
All classes were derived from the ‘Node’ (represented as blue boxes) and ‘RelatedTo’
(represented as red boxes) classes for all the biological components and their relationships
as shown respectively in Figure 3.5.
External data layer
The top data layer of the database provides the user’s view of the data normally as in the
query system. To assist biologists in querying data from the database, external data layer
was developed using the behavioral modeling concept. The query functions were designed
to retrieve related information by following real object behaviors. The data structure
relies entirely on OODM as in the conceptual data layer. The query system was designed
relying on the concept ‘find and do’. The query step starts with ‘Find’, meaning that data
objects can be retrieved using the object type followed by the field names beginning with
double colon (::); as in the names, id, inchi, etc. Search keywords can be a full keyword
in the double quote symbol (’keyword’) or a part of the keyword in-between the slash
signs (/part of keyword/). Following with the ‘Do’ step, related objects can be reached
by using object behaviors beginning with dot (.), such as transcribe, translate, catalyze.
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Figure 3.6 The behavioral query system using Dactyls. (A) The object query structure
with the ‘Find’ step (finding functions beginning with ::) and ‘Do’ step (beginning with .)
functions. The concepts of the system are ‘Find’ for the interested object and ‘Do’ for its
functions. (B) An example in searching for some proteins that are related to the gene
named ‘STP1’. (C) An example in searching for the reactions that catalyze glucose.
Results are returned in an array. The full description of query steps and examples are
denoted in Figure 3.6.

3.2.3

Database activities

Connection to the MongoDB DBMS is managed by the ORM MongoModel library, which
fully supports the ACID properties for general CRUD only for each object operation.
Create To ensure the integrity of the data, validity rules including uniqueness, required fields and indexes can be applied to the object attributes. Only objects that can
pass the validity check and only relation objects with unbroken links can be inserted into
the database.
Read The query system relies on the behavioral query system as denoted in the
external data layer.
Update In order to update the data, the target object needs to be queried first. All
changes have to pass the validity check, same as when inserted before being committed to
the database
Delete Objects can be deleted by using the delete command.
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4

Visualization platform for multi-omic data
on metabolic pathway

Visualization of large-scale biological pathways such as the metabolic pathways is important
for the interpretation of multilevel omics data in a pathway context. It is, however,
challenging to develop a software tool that is sufficient and flexible to handle multiple
metabolic maps and enables the integration of data from different levels. Several metabolic
pathway visualization platforms such as the KEGG Atlas (Okuda et al. 2008), Pathway
Projector (Kono et al. 2009), iPath (Yamada et al. 2011), BioCyc (Latendresse and Karp
2011) and GLAMM (Bates et al. 2011) have been developed, and they offer zoomable
user interface (ZUI) to explore metabolic pathways and allow the users to overlay data on
the pathway for further visualization of a specific metabolic pathway. This visualization
system was made to facilitate implementation and installation for private applications or
public web-services. Besides, data visualization features, Ondine also provides gene set
enrichment analysis to determine which pathways are statistically significantly different
in terms of gene expression or protein level between two conditions. The Pi-value scoring
method was implemented for selecting significant genes and hypergeometric testing was
used for gene set enrichment analysis as described below.

4.1

Pi-value

Xiao et al. 2012 introduced a newly developed gene significance score especially for
differential gene expression selection for gene set enrichment analysis in order to overcome
two problems, ’small fold change, small variance’ (SFSV) and ’large fold change, large
variance’ (LFLV), that can possibly occur when using p-value based selection.
πi = φi .(−log10 pi )

(4.1)

Equation 4.1 illustrates a posterior fusion scheme to combine p-value and fold-change
into a new scoring system π, where φi and pi are absolute log fold change and p-value
respectively. π-value is non negative value, in which genes with larger values are more
significant.

4.2

Gene set enrichment analysis

Pathway-gene enrichment analysis is generally estimated using hypergeometric distribution
as shown in Equation 4.2. However, due to the integer range limitation of the programming
language, the combination was estimated using the Gamma function as shown in Equation
4.3. The function was implemented in the Sylfy library.
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pi =

K
ki



N −K
ni −ki

N
ni


(4.2)

where
pi = p-value of pathway i
N = Total number of genes
K = Number of selected genes
ni = Number of genes in pathway i
ki = Number of selected genes in pathway i
lnΓ(n) = ln((n − 1)!)
 
a
ln(
) = lnΓ(a + 1) − lnΓ(a − b + 1) − lnΓ(b + 1)
b

4.3

(4.3)

Ondine visualization engine development

The engine was developed using JavaScript language to render maps in SVG format
from map coordinates to the web browser on the client site where the data can be
overlaid. Visualization by the Ondine engine is suitable for most of the common web
browsers that support SVG and JavaScript such as Firefox, Safari, Chrome, Opera and
Internet Explorer without any additional browser add-on requirement. The considered
metabolic map will be attached with a HTML div tag, which makes it easy to incorporate
into any web design template and JavaScript libraries such as JQueryUI and Prototype
UI, should the developer wish to build a more complex web page interface with this engine.
Recently, the KGML format has been developed to manage the coordinates of attributes
in the metabolic maps of the KEGG database (Kanehisa et al. 2012). This is the only
well-defined data interchange format that provides an easy way to integrate data with
the automatic map drawing protocol. It is therefore widely used for many applications.
However, KGML is derived from the XML format, which is rarely used in JavaScript. To
overcome this problem, map information from KGML has to be converted into the newly
developed MJSON format. MJSON relies on JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), which
is supported in all JavaScript run-time engines. A map converter is provided by the Sylfy
library. The Ondine engine supports any maps generated using layouts derived from the
KGML format, which are downloadable from the KEGG database. In the interactive
interface architecture, the map components were redrawn as SVG components using the
D3js library working on backend in response to the users’ actions as shown in Figure 4.1.

4.4

Ondine web service implementation

To make the understanding of multilevel high throughput data effortless and more meaningful, a visualization system is therefore needed. Ondine (Omics navigator for data
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Figure 4.1 The Ondine engine is a JavaScript library built using the D3js library to
render SVG metabolic maps, which provide interactive responses, zoom, pan and popup
windows to the users. (Adapted from Paper I)

integration and evaluation) was developed to interactively visualize multilevel omics
data, which allows users to simultaneously navigate the transcriptomic, proteomic and
metabolomic data in the KEGG pathway. Ondine is a web application developed in Ruby
on Rails and JavaScript. Ondine’s backend was also used to interactively visualize human
tissue specific genome scale metabolic models in the Human Metabolic Atlas website. All
these software developments are intended to support data expansion and utilization not
only for the Human Metabolic Atlas project, but also hopefully for the global research
community.
The global plot was developed and adapted from the cloud plots of global metabolic
data (Patti et al. 2013) as a compact data illustration that simultaneously represents
expression values and statistical analysis of the transcriptome and proteome with gene
set enrichment analysis on the KEGG pathway gene set. The plot is comprised of
the differentiate bar, circle color and size which represents the differential fold change
between the treatment and control, the fold change and significant value respectively. The
enrichment bar represents the significant values of the enrichment analysis for each pathway,
which can provide an overview of the significant pathways related to the experiment data.
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An example plot is shown in Figure 4.2 (A). The global metabolic map is opened for giving
an overview of the relationship between the experimental data and the metabolic pathway
by default. Others can be opened by clicking on the enrichment bar or the pathway name
from another map. Ondine provides the interfaces that allow the users to interactively
explore the map and its component details and to overlay data by using simple mouse
controls. By mouse scrolling, the user can smoothly zoom in and out without loss of
resolution from the original picture. Details of the map components including the id,
name, link and graphs of the overlaid data can be shown in a balloon popup by performing
a left mouse click on the component as shown in Figure 4.2 (B).
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Figure 4.2 Ondine web service provides a global plot view and data overlaid metabolic
pathway maps for illustrating multi-omic data that focus on the metabolic viewpoint. A)
The global plot represents the difference in expression values between the treatment and
control, the p-value of differential expression, the log-fold change and pathway enrichment
analysis. B) The global metabolic map is opened by default to present an overview of the
data. C) Sub-maps, which can be opened by clicking on the pathway name, represent the
information of specific pathways. (From Paper I)
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5

Human Metabolic Atlas website

In order to efficiently manage and utilize GEM and related information, the Human
Metabolic Atlas (HMA) website was built as an online resource to provide comprehensive
human metabolic information for supporting further specific analysis or modeling as well
as to communicate with the wider research community. The website was developed mainly
using the Ruby on Rails platform. The latest version of the HMA is comprised of 3 parts:
the repositories, the Hreed database and an Atlas as shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Three applications of HMA website is aimed to provide human metabolism
to research community. Users can accesses data directly from Repository by downloading
models in SBML or using map viewer and query system.
The repositories provide 99 human tissue specific models including normal, cancer and
curated models and 3 human-related microbial models that are available for downloading
in SBML format. With the available repositories, the HMA can be considered as a comprehensive web resource for 1) providing draft GEMs for both normal and cancer cell types
generated by the automatic algorithm INIT; 2) providing simulation ready and functional
GEMs, which can serve as a prediction model and scaffold for personalizing genome scale
metabolic models, which can both significantly contribute to the understanding of diseases
prior to finding the therapeutics.
To support data exchange and the expansion of human metabolism knowledge, the
Hreed database, considered as an initial tool set, was attentively developed using the Corgi
and Dactyls database API. Hreed was initially automatically propagated from HMR using
Corgi API to ensure accuracy and integrity of data. To provide a graphical interface to
the Hreed database, the web-based data query system was developed as shown in Figure
5.3. Data objects, including genes, transcripts, proteins, reactions and small molecules,
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can be queried by using simple keywords such as names, id, cross references, InChI and
InChIKey. Besides using a string of keywords, regular expression and wild cards such as
’.’, ’*’ can also be used for creating a complex search term. Related objects can be further
queried by specifying the relation types. Query results are presented on the web as a table
view by default. Cross reference links are also provided in the table view allowing the user
to further explore the details either from the database itself or from external databases.
The results can be downloaded as a text file in a table, XML and JSON format, which is
more convenient for using the data for further computational analysis.
The Atlas was implemented using the Ondine engine to provide a comparative view of
several GEMs on a metabolic map. This map will be useful for observing the relationship
and differentiation for each cell type in a graphical way that is easier to understand. Gene
lists from each INIT GEM were mapped to the KEGG gene list for each pathway to
generate the map coordinate data in MJSON format, which can be interactively rendered
on the web browser by the Ondine engine (Paper I). The map can be opened by typing
into the auto-filled input box or by clicking on the map name on other maps. Overlaid
tissue information can be chosen from a tissue filter tree on the left hand side of the map.
In the viewer, the summary of the gene number for each tissue is shown in a bar chart
under the map. Further information can be presented in a popup, which will be shown
after clicking. The full information is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Summary of Atlas functions. (A) The main panel of Atlas on the left hand
side is comprised of pathway input box for selecting specific metabolic pathway map to be
opened and an tissue option tree categorized by system of for selecting cell type information
to be overlaid on the map. Global metabolic pathway map is opened by default. (B) Sub
metabolic map with data overlaid and bar plot representing the number of genes that
represents in the pathway map for each cell type, which can be opened by control panel,
clicking on pathway name in every map and clicking on pathway id in information window.
(C) The information window, popped up when clicking on a map component, represents
information of the reaction from KEGG and provides link to external data sources for
further information.
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Figure 5.3 Web-based data query system. Users simply provide a keyword into the filter
input box and choose the specific fields to further specify the search criteria. Two or more
keywords can be combined together with the ’—’ (or) and ’+’ (and) operators. The results
can be refined by using the ’filter entities by type’ and ’relations of these types’ tabs in
order to obtain specific data types or their related data objects.
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6

Summaries and perspectives

In order to manage the high complexity of the data used in systems biology, particularly
for GEM reconstruction, two specific database API libraries for handling data with two
different purposes were presented. Corgi is mainly for programmers, while Dactyls is
intended for the end user to connect to the database. They allow and support crucial tasks
in areas including integration and analysis of multi-level omics data, modeling of cellular
pathways and collecting biological network data. The libraries provide essential classes
and services for communication among the layers. The basic properties of a database
system, ACID, were considered by providing specific functions and control processes in
the library to ensure that the database transactions and the data inside are consistent,
reliable and non corrupted.
As a major part of the database system development, the data schema was designed
based on NO-SQL data models using a three data layers concept. The concept divided
the data structure into 3 layers consisting of the physical, conceptual and external layers,
to allow for independent and effective implementation or changes at each data layer.
The physical layer is the document-oriented data model, which was implemented in the
underline database management system, MongoDB. The conceptual layer is implemented
in the database API libraries, both Corgi and Dactyls. An object-oriented concept was
adopted for the design of the conceptual data structure since it represents real world
information as an object with related attributes and a variety of relationships. It can
make the manipulation of data that are regarded as objects and their related information
easier, more straight forward and relatively faster. In addition, the concept is applicable
for capturing and reflecting biological information that are apparently heterogeneous and
sophisticated Okayama et al. 1998. The major design of the conceptual data structure
that characterizes data in systems biology was adapted from BioPAX ontology (Demir
et al. 2010). To provide an effortless data query system, a behavioral-based data query
system was implemented in Dactyls as an external layer of the database system. A query
key word can be constructed by using simple molecular biology knowledge regardless of
the conceptual data structure. By realizing the usages of different standard formats, the
parser classes were included in the library. These classes support the standard formats
that are generally used in most biological databases to accommodate the integration of
data from different sources into the database and to enhance the extensibility of the data
structure.
The API libraries show an extensive attempt to serve and solve complex data handling and integration in systems biology by following and using different standards and
technologies. It provides users with the ability to personalize the views of data through
additional applications and ensures the integrity, consistency and reliability of data in
the database. Besides the general features of database management, the database system
was designed to be extensible and easy integrated with the upcoming technology in the
database management field. With the current situation in the informatics era, where an
enormous amount of information is being generated and becoming publicly available in the
internet network, the way to manage and analyze data are moving forward towards relying
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more on the data itself. The database system can be easily extended, for which modern
data analysis approaches such as the data centric analysis (Chodorow 2013; Quintero et al.
2013) and context-aware data query system (Feng et al. 2004) can potentially be applied to.
Besides data management work, in order to deliver information from the database to
the end users (i.e. biologists), a visualization system is needed. Visualization of omic data
on metabolic pathways is important to capture an overview of the large metabolic system.
The Ondine engine is a useful tool for the visualization of multi-omic data including
transcriptome, proteome and metabolome simultaneously on biological network maps and
it enables easy data integration and has an interactive ZUI feature. Metabolic maps are
rendered as a SVG image, using only the coordinates of shapes and binding information,
which are easily generated from most of the metabolic map file formats. In this particular
work, map information files are generated from the KEGG KGML and KGML+ files.
Other pathway maps from Wikipathway (Kelder et al. 2012), Reactome (Croft et al. 2014)
and PID (Schaefer et al. 2009) databases will be populated and would be available for
navigation in the future.
In recent years, human tissue-specific genome-scale metabolic (GEM) modelling has
provided many new information about human metabolism with the integration of genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic and biochemical reaction information.
To efficiently manage and utilize these highly complex data existing in the genome scale
metabolic models remain challenging. With the newly developed database and visualization system, the Human Metabolic Atlas was built to serve as an online resource to
support data exchange among the human metabolic research community. Repositories
provide GEM in the widely supported SBML format, while Hreed provides well-annotated
and standardized human reaction data with a user interface. However, the HMA is still
an ongoing development aiming to provide more features such as GEM reconstruction
support in the future.
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Abstract
Background

With the capability of high throughput technologies, probing cellular process can be
routinely accomplished through transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic data.
There is need a tool for data integration and visualization of the multilevel omics data.
Results

Ondine (Omics navigator for data integration and evaluation) is developed to be a
web application for data integration and visualization of multilevel omics data on
pathway maps, simultaneously. Ondine provides JavaScript based interactive interface
with many useful features enabling users to summarize the uploaded multilevel omics
data in statistical global plots with pathway enrichment analysis and to navigate the
overlaid omics data on KEGG global maps and specific pathway maps. Users only
supply their data then all the provided maps will be automatically rendered and ready
to navigate.
Conclusion

Under Ondine environment, systematic data exploration, mining and integration of
multilevel omics data can be performed in concert. Ondine web application is freely
available online at www.ondine.se

Background
Emerging of high throughput technologies have enabled research scientist to monitor
cellular changes in genome-wide fashion as called omics data in routine. This leads to
the rapid accumulation and sharing of multilevel omics data in the public repository
databases. However, only ~20 % of the publicly available data has been referred in the
other research work [1]. This strongly indicates the needs for efficient utilization of
the highly complex data in the research community. Analysis and understanding of the
multilevel omics data can be accomplished through advance visualization that
provides clear, meaningful and integrative environment [2]. This will create
“emergent properties” toward the biological interpretation, insight and discovery.
Most of existing web applications for metabolic pathway visualization platform have
been developed to meet the mention objectives, such as KEGG Atlas [3], Pathway
Projector [4], iPath [5], BioCyc [6] and GLAMM [7]. They offer zoomable user
interface (ZUI) to explore metabolic network and allow user to integrate individual
omics data on the global map.
Herein, we provided a web application for concerted omics data integration and
visualization of transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic data, as called Ondine
(Omics navigator for data integration and evaluation). Ondine is designed to be a
simple and lightweight ZUI equipped with many useful interactive features that assist
the user to easily navigate and evaluate their multilevel omics data on the provided
KEGG maps covered both metabolic and non-metabolic pathway maps.
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Implementation
Ondine is developed as a web application on Ruby, Rails platform and using
JavaScript with AJAX technology to rapidly illustrate global plot and maps into any
web browser. The interactive interface allows users to inter-actively explore the plot,
map, component details and overlaid data by using simple mouse controls. By mouse
scrolling and clicking, user can smoothly zoom in and out without resolution loss and
show detailed data with external links respectively. Ondine is fully compatible with
all web browsers without any plug-ins installation. Rendering of the map and plot of
all components as well as interactive response is computed on the user computer. The
summary of Ondine architecture is summarized in Figure 1. In brief, maps
(KGML/KGML+) will be firstly converted to mjson format. The map will be
interactive rendered under SVG following the user interactions.

Results
All key interactive features of Ondine are summarized in Figure 2 and the description
in details are summarize below
Data Preparation and ID Conversion
With Ondine, users can easily overview any experimental data including expression
level of transcripts and proteins or detected level of metabolites on the graphic
components through ids mapping between map information and a data file provided
by user. The input file, in tab-separated values (TSV) format, is comprised of 5
columns, 'class', 'id', 'test', 'control' and 'pvalue' respectively. The first row has to be
the header separated by tab. The 'test', 'control' column are used to store expression
level of individual attribute of test case and control case, respectively. The class
column can be only 'gene', 'prot' and 'comp' to specify data from transcriptomic,
proteomic and metabolomic data accordingly. The id column can be KEGG id with
prefix or Entrez id, which correspond to the data. Conversion of Entrez id to KEGG id
based on specific organism is also provided in the Ondine environment.
Statistical Global Plots and Pathway Enrichment Analysis
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To provide more comprehensive view of multilevel omic data, the statistical global
plot is developed. The plots are comprised of differentiate bar plots of mean
expression or abundance value between test and control group, circle plots represent
log fold change by circle size and log p-value by color intensity. The statistical global
plots are organized based the specific pathway information. Based on a prior pi
statistical value [8] cut-off, chosen by users, pathway enrichment analysis of
individual omics data will be performed using hypergeometric test over pathway-gene
set. The results, presented as horizontal bar chart in green color shades, are included
in the statistical plot panel. This will guide users to navigate into the significant
pathways. Users can further explore details of experimental data on any provided
pathway maps by clicking on enrichment bar corresponding to the pathway name that
notice by balloon popup then the selected map will be promptly illustrated.
Transcriptomic and proteomic data are fully plotted together except for metabolomic
data is plotted only enrichment bar to make the whole plot comparable.
Maps for Data Integration and Navigation
Maps in KGML format from KEGG database were transformed into JSON format for
further data ovelay. Recently, KGML and KGML+ formats have been developed to
manage coordinate of attributes in the metabolic maps of the KEGG database. These
are the only well-defined data interchange formats that enable an easy way to
integrate data with the automatic map drawing protocol, and have therefore been
widely used for many applications. Using the layout from KGML files, genes and
proteins are both drawn in boxes, but compounds are drawn in circles. On individual
map, transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic data are transformed to pi value and
overlaid on components by KEGG id mapping with violet color gradient. Details of
data on specific components will be shown in a table inside the balloon popup when
mouse cursor moving over the considered component. Components without data
mapping will be colored in gray by default. Neighborhood pathways names are
shaded by green color gradient corresponding to scores derived from enrichment
analysis. Users can also click on the pathway name then the selected map will be
promptly illustrated. In the current release of Ondine, 169 metabolic pathway maps,
272 non-metabolic pathway maps from KEGG are provided for detailed navigation
and evaluation.
Features comparisons with other web application
Features of the Ondine service were compared with existed web-based pathway
visualization in five major categories adapted from Kono et al., 2009: f1) pathway
availability, f2) data mapping and map editing, f3) service functionality and f4)
service availability. Overall comparison is shown in Table 1.
Pathway availability. Visualization of omic data on metabolic pathways is important
to capture overview picture of large metabolic system. However, to overlay the data
on the fully detailed metabolic map can be lost some information resolution. To
overcome this problems, Ondine implemented all available maps from KEGG
database, both global metabolic map and specific sub maps; such as glycolysis, The
TCA cycle and amino acid metabolism. All sub maps can be opened from global
metabolic map and related sub maps.
Ondine
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There are both species specific and non species specific metabolic maps provided by
KEGG database. Information in species specific maps are based on gene annotation of
those specific species. The components in the map that not related to that species are
excluded. While the non species specific map, or reference maps, provides full
information of the pathway based on gene orthologous group. To be more flexible,
Ondine implements only non species specific metabolic map to visualize data. The
components that do not exist will be rendered in gray instead of gradient color. In
order to support specific organism data visualization, Ondine provides an NCBI
accession id – KEGG orthologous id conversion service.
Data mapping and map editing. The main purpose of Ondine development is to
visualize multi-omic data including transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic data
simultaneously on metabolic pathways. Experimental data can be provided by users in
a simple tab-separated value format (TSV). Components on the map is comprised of
rectangular boxes representing genes or proteins and circle for compounds. Ondine
halves a rectangular box to simultaneously overlay transcriptome on the left and
proteome on the right. Metabolomic data is overlaid on circles. To make more
comprehensive view of data and assist users to identify significant pathways, a global
plot was developed. The global plot represents differential plot of expression value
between control and treatment for each gene or protein. Fold change and significant
value from statistical test are represented in circle plot above and below the
differential bar. The last component in the global plot is a enrichment bar which
represents gene set enrichment analysis using hypergeometric test based on KEGG
pathway assisting users to identify significant pathway and link to the metabolic map
for further details.
Service functionality. Ondine interface was designed to be simple using only mouse
control; such as scrolling to zoom in and out, dragging to pan, mouse over and
clicking to open a dialogue box for cross reference link or further information. For
providing organism specific mapping, id-conversion was implemented. Users can
provide NCBI accession id instead of KEGG orthologous id (ko id) which are used in
KEGG reference map. NCBI accession id will be conversed to ko id by Ondine
regarding to species before data mapping. This feature is very helpful for users in
order to map gene data which is usually provided with NCBI accession id without
conversion.
Service availability. Ondine is purely developed with JavaScript as a free webapplication to be platform independence and without any installation.
Limitation. Ondine is on going project targeting to develop a comprehensive omic
visualization system and metabolic map-rendering engine. Ondine do not provide map
export to image file due to the limitation of requiring image conversion library on the
server. We are still finding the better solution for recording the map image right from
the browser without any use of server. Nevertheless, users can use screenshot software
to capture the map into image format. The interface of Ondine was designed as simple
as much as possible. To accomplish the design objective some functionality has to be
optimistically reduced. Map editing and time series data mapping function are also
not provided by Ondine.
Ondine
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Conclusions
Ondine is a useful web tool for visualization of high dimensional data on biological
network maps as it enables easy integrated data visualization with interactive ZUI
features. Other pathway maps from Wikipathway [9], Reactome [10], PID [11]
database will be populate available for navigation in the future.

Availability and requirements
Project name: Ondine : Omics navigator for data integration and evaluation
Project home page: www.ondine.se
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License: Any restrictions to use by non-academics: no
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Table
Table 1 Feature comparison of existing web-based metabolic map visualization and
data mapping over 4 categories f1) pathway availability, f2) data mapping and map
editing, f3) service functionality and f4) service availability.
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Figures
Figure1. Summary of Ondine architecture is developed based on a JavaScript library
built using D3js library to render SVG metabolic maps, which provide interactive
responses, zoom, pan and popup window, to users.
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Figure2. Summary of Ondine’s interactive ZUI features for multilevel omics data
integration and visualization. A) Statistical global plots, B) Global metabolic map C)
Specific pathway map
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Abstract
Background
Advances in high-throughput technologies have enabled extensive generation of multi-level
omics data. These data are crucial for systems biology research, though they are complex,
heterogeneous, highly dynamic, incomplete and distributed among public databases. This leads
to difficulties in data accessibility and often results in errors when data are merged and integrated
from varied resources. Therefore, integration and management of systems biological data remain
very challenging.
Methods
To overcome this, we designed and developed a dedicated database system that can serve and
solve the vital issues in data management and hereby facilitate data integration, modeling and
analysis in systems biology within a sole database. In addition, a yeast data repository was
implemented as an integrated database environment which is operated by the database system.
Two applications were implemented to demonstrate extensibility and utilization of the system.
Both illustrate how the user can access the database via the web query function and implemented
scripts. These scripts are specific for two sample cases: 1) Detecting the pheromone pathway in
protein interaction networks; and 2) Finding metabolic reactions regulated by Snf1 kinase.
Results and Conclusion
In this study we present the design of database system which offers an extensible environment to
efficiently capture the majority of biological entities and relations encountered in systems
biology. Critical functions and control processes were designed and implemented to ensure
consistent, efficient, secure and reliable transactions. The two sample cases on the yeast
integrated data clearly demonstrate the value of a sole database environment for systems biology
research.

Background
Systems biology aims to gain insight into complex biological systems by integrating disparate
piece of data from various sources and from different levels (such as genome, transcriptome,
proteome, metabolome, interactome or reactome), and formulate models that describe how the
systems work [1]. The explosive growth in biological and biochemical data is beneficial for
systems biology research and it has driven the development of diverse types of biological
databases, such as GenBank [2], UniProt [3], SGD [4], HMDB [5], BioGRID [6], KEGG [7],
ArrayExpress [8] and GEO [9]. However only 20% of the millions of deposited data in GEO
have been referred in other work [9], indicating a bottleneck in utilization of large-scale data.
Even though these public repositories ensure easy access to data and hence represent a platform
for systems biology research, they were in many cases implemented in isolated groups with a
particular purpose in mind. Furthermore, these databases often have distinct data models,
different file formats, varied semantic concepts and specific data access techniques [10], and they
often contain incomplete data. All in all, those factors make data management and data
integration extremely challenging and error-prone.
Attempts have been made to resolve these key issues through the development of numerous data
standards (e.g. SBML [11], CellML [12], PSI-MI [13], BioPAX [14], GO [15] and SBO [16]),
the implementation of centralized and federated databases (e.g. cPath [17], PathCase [18] and
Pathway Commons [19]) and the proposal of design methodologies for software and databases
(e.g. I-cubed [20] and [21]). Although, there are still no best practices or solutions to this
problem, research and development are underway by making use of current computational
technologies, standards and frameworks (see [22] for a review). Here we describe the
development of a dedicated database system for handling multi-level data that represents an
ongoing endeavor to serve researchers in systems biology and provide alternative solutions for
vital issues in data handling, data access and integration of data in a single database. The
database system was designed and developed by taking into account: 1) the ability to integrate
multi-level data; 2) that biological data are complex, heterogeneous, and dynamic [23]; 3)
diversities of resources in terms of data model, semantic heterogeneity, data completeness and
data correctness; 4) reusability, extensibility and interoperability of the system; and 5) integrity,
consistency and reliability of data in the database. The design of database schema is adapted
from BioPAX and implemented based on an object-oriented concept which represents practical
information as an object with related attributes and a variety of relationships. This concept is
applicable for biological information, which is apparently heterogeneous and sophisticated [24].
The database API was developed in C++ and included a library providing important functions to
manage and interact with the system.
To illustrate the integration of multi-level data under a sole database environment, a yeast data
repository was developed. The database contains multi-level data of yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (e.g. genome, annotation data, interactome and metabolic model) from different
resources. Data population, data management and data access are managed by the database
system. A simple query interface is provided to access the data and related information.
Furthermore, two research cases were presented to demonstrate extensibility and efficiency of
the database and the underlining database system in facilitating data integration tasks to achieve
specific requests.

Implementation
Database system design
In order to organize complex data structure efficiently, a specific data model and management
library is required to serve the bases of ACID properties including atomicity, consistency,
isolation and durability to ensure the correctness of data when used. The design of the data model
follows the basic concepts of a ANSI/X3/SPARC proposed architecture, which uniquely
separates the view of the data structure into three layers [25]: 1) an external layer, the first layer
of data abstraction in the database system, represents the entities of data to users or applications
when querying; 2) a conceptual layer, the second data abstraction layer, represents entities of
data that are assembled from the physical layer and are transformed to the external layer as
needed; and 3) a physical layer represents the concrete data structure that is implemented in an
actual file system and it is only used by the database system. These three layers are set up
independently. The conceptual data structure is designed following an object-oriented data model
by organizing data as a tangible object instantiated from a well-defined state, identity and
behavior class [26]. In this database, class schema in conceptual layer is adapted from BioPAX
ontology and implemented strictly to object-oriented concepts in a management system library to
assure the accuracy and completeness of inserted data. The data schema contains 11 derivedclasses as shown in Figure 1.
The database system was developed based on the MongoDB library (www.mongodb.org), thus
the underlying data structure is a document-oriented data model. MongoDB was chosen on
account of: 1) the database system can easily be scaled out allowing a modern data management
approach such as data centric architecture can potentially be applied to this database system [27,
28]; 2) it is possible to change the data schema of the conceptual data layer implemented in the
API library [27]; and 3) the MongoDB supports large file storage [28] for storing data such as
gene expression data or sequencing reads. However, the schema free property of MongoDB
allows storing unstructured data into the database, this might cause data inconsistency. Therefore
data wrapper classes in object-oriented data model were implemented in the database API library
as interface between developers to the MongoDB to ensure consistency of the stored data.
All sub-classes, implemented in the database API library, are derived from BioObject super-class
with some common properties such as names, function annotation for functional ontology and
cross references. The PhysicalEntity sub-classes, derived from BioObject, support molecular
entities including small molecules (SmallMolecule class), DNA molecules (DNA class), genes
(DNARegion class), RNA molecules (RNA class), proteins (Protein class) and molecular
complex (Complex class) data. The Interaction subclasses, another BioObject derived class,
support biological reactions and transport (Conversion class), molecular interactions
(MolecularInteraction class), genetic interactions (GeneticInteraction class) and control
interactions (Control class). Relationships among the sub-classes follow real relations of
biological objects to support the data integration of multilevel data as shown in Figure 1. With
this data model, reliability of data with its relationship is maintained by data classes themselves,
but integrity and consistency are maintained by create, read, update and delete (CRUD) function
of the library as detailed in Additional file 1.
The instances of the data classes are managed as documents classified by property “type” and
pooled together in a document collection, whereas relationships between objects are separated
from their own instances and pooled in another document collection to improve the efficiency of
managing high complexity relationship of data. In order to optimize query time, an indexing
system was applied in common query fields.

Global system architecture
The overview of the system architecture is shown in Figure 2. As the base of the system, the
physical layer is managed by a document-based management system, the MongoDB, which
contains the necessary interfaces; such as an interactive shell and web services. However, the
MongoDB is not designed to manage a specific data structure, especially with complex
relationships, and does not have features to control relationships among data objects and this
may cause problems in data integrity, consistency and reliability. The database system library
was therefore implemented as a core of the system, providing vital functions to manage
transactions between developers and the system, and this makes it easy to populate and transform
data.

Results and discussion
Applications on a yeast data repository
Given that yeast S. cerevisiae is a widely used model organism with abundance of genome-scale
information and datasets e.g. protein-protein interactions (PPI), transcriptional regulation
interactions (TRI), protein kinase interactions (KI), genome-scale metabolic model and gene
annotations, integration of data from these different data sources and levels can help to gain new
understanding of complex cellular systems.
We therefore developed a yeast data repository as an integrated database that contains various
data of yeast. Two types of applications were built on top of the repository. One is a simple web
search to query about specific biological objects. The other is additional javascripts for
conducting two different research cases which utilize various data in the database to achieve the
goals. Those applications are available online at http://atlas.sysbio.chalmers.se:8082. Our
intention is to demonstrate efficiency of integrating data under a solitary database environment to
help systems biology research rather than to present novel discoveries. As we focus on how the
database system is applied, not all features of the database system are illustrated. Specific scripts
were implemented to query the data stored in the database.
Data population and implementation
The yeast data repository comprises of different kinds of biological data such as genome,
reactome, interactome and annotations. These data were downloaded in tab delimited or XML
format from different repositories (see Table 1). The data were parsed and populated into the
database using the parser library in the database system. Each biological molecule (e.g. DNA
strand, gene, transcript and protein) corresponds to a specific object in the database. A unique id
was assigned to each object and properties associated with it were also stored such as name,
primary data source and external references.
In general, biological molecules are related to the molecule in different type (e.g. reaction
performed by proteins, proteins translated from transcript, transcripts transcribed from genes and
genes are on chromosome). Similar to a biological network, relationships in the database were
designed in accordance with real biological phenomena. To insert an object into the database, it
is required that such a relation is known. The relational reference is added together with the
object and the database system will create a relation object corresponding to that relation pair.
These relation objects were used in the cases below to search and explore relationship between
one biological object to another.
The database system provides a practical library where each object type in the final database
corresponds to a C++ object. This allows the user to fully populate the object before inserting it
into the database. The database system ensures that all required data is set and pre-forms the task

of inserting the object in the database. The task for the user simply becomes the task of gathering
the required data, populating the object with the data and inserting the object. For each required
data there exists a function such as addname and setlength to add the data to the object.
Web interface
An online web interface was developed containing links to each application: a simple query
interface and a page for case demonstration. The current version allows searching for different
object types such as genes, proteins, small molecules, biochemical reactions and interactions
with search results that include essential objects related to the queried object. On Cases page, it
comprises interactive commands used to compile the two research cases described below.
Case 1: Detecting the pheromone pathway in protein interaction networks
Signaling pathways transmit signals from one part of the cell to another part through a cascade of
protein interactions and protein modifications. Cells organize cellular changes such as
transcriptional programs in response to different stimuli. The yeast mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MAPK) pathways are signaling pathways that have been extensively studied including
pheromone response, filamentous growth, high osmolarity response and maintenance of cell wall
integrity [29]. These pathways are activated by sensing stressors of protein sensors or binding of
receptors to the stimuli, which in turn triggers MAPKs via a series of phosphorylations. Active
MAPKs phosphorylate different targets such as protein kinases, phosphatases and transcription
factors (TFs), consequently controlling cell cycle, cellular metabolism and gene expression [30].
The pheromone response pathway is activated by binding of pheromones α- and a-factor to the
protein receptors Ste2 and Ste3, respectively. The signals from these membrane receptors are
transmitted via sequential binding and phosphorylation reactions of MAPK cascades to TF Ste12
that subsequently activate downstream genes.
In this case, we mined the pheromone pathway segment from PPI networks where both Ste2 and
Ste3 were the starting proteins and Ste12 was the ending point. However, this could result in an
excessive number of candidate pathways. Several computational methods have been
implemented for integrating PPIs and gene expression data or GO annotations to constraint the
search [31]. To simplify the case, we integrated only PPI and GO annotation data for finding the
pathways. Specific gene ontology terms (GO) in Table 2 were recursively used as constraints to
eliminate proteins that are not relevant to the pheromone response pathway and consequently
exclude the interactions among those proteins.
The resulting pathway contains Ste3 as a starting protein and TF Ste12 as an ending node (Figure
3). Key proteins in the pheromone pathway (e.g. Ste4, Ste5 and Fus3) were partially found in
comparison to the pheromone pathway from literature [30]. This is because of: 1) the
completeness of PPI data; 2) the method used for filtering unrelated proteins; and 3) the number
of path lengths to search. As it is beyond our scope, we simplified the pathway construction by
using only GO terms as the filters and searching with short path length (3 path lengths). The
paths from Ste2 could not be identified. This is because PPI data of Ste2 could not be populated
to the database. BioGRID PPI data use gene identifiers (e.g. YNR074C) for protein participants.
These gene identifiers have to be mapped to UniProt protein identifiers before populating to the
database. However, Ste2 gene was mapped to two proteins which conflict with data propagation
rules where PPIs are represented in binary relationship. Thus whole Ste2 interactions were
automatically excluded. This case highlights strict restrictions of the data population API in the
database library which do not allow data population of conflict information to ensure data
integrity.

Case 2: Finding metabolic reactions regulated by Snf1 kinase
Upon sensing availability of nutrients, cells undergo transcriptional, metabolic and
developmental changes in order to survive under a particular nutritional state. In yeast, through
complex signaling and regulatory networks, it can grow on a wide variety of nutrients e.g.
glucose, galactose, glycerol and nitrogen sources. Key components in these networks include
Ras/protein kinase, Snf1 and target of rapamycin complex I (TORC1) [32]. The protein kinase
Snf1 is a member of the AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) family, which serves as a global
energy regulator to ensure metabolic homeostasis of the cells. Under glucose limited condition, it
allows the cells to use alternative carbon sources by regulating a set of TFs and genes in several
metabolic processes including gluconeogenesis, glyoxylate cycle and β-oxidation of fatty acids
[33]. In addition, Snf1 also participates in other processes such as ion homeostasis, general stress
response, carnitine metabolism, pseudohyphal growth and ageing [33]. As Snf1 plays an
important role in controlling many metabolic processes, we present how processes both directly
and indirectly regulated by Snf1 can be retrieved from the database by integrating data from
different levels.
The SNF1 gene encodes the Snf1 catalytic subunit which regulates expression of several genes
through a variety of TFs. To identify a list of metabolic reactions that are regulated by Snf1, the
Snf1 protein is therefore used as a main molecule to construct the query. The first achievement is
the identification of TFs, phosphorylated by the Snf1. This was done by querying for the protein
targets of Snf1 from the KIs. Then with the TRIs we can retrieve the target genes of those
substrates of Snf1 which are acting as TFs. From this list of the target genes we further retrieved
biochemical reactions where they are involved in.
The queried result is illustrated in Figure 4. From 1333 KIs, we found Cdc14 as the substrate of
Snf1 that transcriptionally regulates several metabolic genes involved in the glyoxylate cycle,
amino acid biosynthesis, glycolysis / gluconeogenesis, acetate transport and oxidative
phosphorylation.

Conclusions
Here we present a dedicated database model design for handling data in systems biology. It
allows and supports crucial tasks in this area including integration and analysis of multi-level
data, modeling of cellular pathways and collecting biological network data. In the database
design, we have used a basic three layer approach to allow independent and effective
implementation or changes at each data layer. The C++ library provides essential classes and
services for communication among the layers. The basic properties of the database system,
ACID, are responsible for providing specific functions and control processes in the library such
as ”insert”, ”remove”, ”update” and ”query” to ensure that database transactions and the data
inside are consistent, reliable and not corrupted. An object-oriented concept was adopted for the
design and implementation of the database schema because it represents real world information
as an object with related attributes and a variety of relationships. It can make the manipulation of
this object and its related data easy, straightforward and relatively fast. In addition, the concept is
applicable for capturing and reflecting biological information that is apparently heterogeneous
and sophisticated [24]. The major design of the conceptual data structure that characterizes data
in systems biology was adapted from the BioPAX ontology. Among standards, such as BioPAX,
SBML and PSI-MI, for representation of biological pathway data, the main structure of them is
fairly similar but BioPAX is the most general [34]. It describes biological objects in a class
hierarchy, has explicit use of relations among entities and covers most of the molecular entities in

biological pathways. By realizing usages of different standard formats, we included the parser
classes in the library. These classes support standard formats that are generally used in most
biological databases to accommodate integration of data from different sources to the database
and to enhance extensibility of the system.
The database system was applied for establishing the yeast data repository, which represents an
integrated platform for performing efficient systems biology research. Two applications were
developed showing that building additional applications on a single database environment
administrated by the dedicated database system is feasible and convenient. It should be noted
that correctness and completeness of results from both research cases are not the main concern in
this study, since they are depended on the quality and the availability of data sources. However
the restricted control processes and functions in the database API library were designed to ensure
integrity and reliability of data in the database.
We believe that the proposed database system shows an extensive attempt to serve and solve
complex data handling and integration in systems biology by following and using different
standards and technologies. It gives users the ability to extend and personalize the views of data
through additional applications and ensures the integrity, consistency and reliability of data in the
database.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Entity relationship diagram of classes and their relationship.
Figure 2. Database management system architecture.
Figure 3. Diagram of the pheromone pathway and query steps. Ovals are queried proteins in
which blue ovals are included in the pathway while grey ovals are filtered out by GO terms. A
green rectangular is the starting node whereas a purple diamond is the ending node where the
search stops.
Figure 4. Diagram of the metabolic genes regulated by Snf1 through TF Cdc14. A green
rectangular is the main gene to start the query, a blue oval is the TF and purple diamonds are
metabolic genes.

Tables
Table 1 Data in Yeast multi-omic database and sources
Biological entity
Physical Entity
Data source
Chromosome
DNA
NCBI GenBank [2]
Gene
DNA region
Ensembl [35]
RNA Transcript
RNA
Ensembl [35]
Protein
Protein
UniProt [3]
Compound
Small molecule
iTO977 [36]
Biochemical
Biochemical reaction iTO977 [36]
Reaction
Protein-Protein
Molecular interaction BioGRID [6]
Interaction
Transcriptional
Control
YEASTRACT [37] and
regulation
[38]
interaction
Kinase interaction
Control
[39]
Phosphorylase
Control
[39]
interaction

Amount
17
7126
7126

6617
484
717
72453
48548
1333
254

Table 2 GO terms used for filtering proteins
GO ID
GO term
GO:0019236 response to pheromone
GO:0000750 pheromone-dependent signal transduction involved in conjugation with cellular fusion
GO:0000185 activation of MAPKKK activity
GO:0071508 activation of MAPK activity involved in conjugation with cellular fusion

Additional files
Additional file 1. CRUD functions. Details of Create, read, update and delete (CRUD) function
implemented in the system library.
Format: PDF Size: 25.4KB
Additional file 2. Flow of activities in each function: A) Create; B) Delete; C) Update; and D)
Read
Format: PDF Size: 0.98MB
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Abstract
Development of high throughput analytical methods has given physicians the potential access to extensive and patientspecific data sets, such as gene sequences, gene expression profiles or metabolite footprints. This opens for a new approach
in health care, which is both personalized and based on system-level analysis. Genome-scale metabolic networks provide a
mechanistic description of the relationships between different genes, which is valuable for the analysis and interpretation of
large experimental data-sets. Here we describe the generation of genome-scale active metabolic networks for 69 different
cell types and 16 cancer types using the INIT (Integrative Network Inference for Tissues) algorithm. The INIT algorithm uses
cell type specific information about protein abundances contained in the Human Proteome Atlas as the main source of
evidence. The generated models constitute the first step towards establishing a Human Metabolic Atlas, which will be a
comprehensive description (accessible online) of the metabolism of different human cell types, and will allow for tissue-level
and organism-level simulations in order to achieve a better understanding of complex diseases. A comparative analysis
between the active metabolic networks of cancer types and healthy cell types allowed for identification of cancer-specific
metabolic features that constitute generic potential drug targets for cancer treatment.
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therefore requires analysis of the complete metabolic network,
and this is best done through the use of so-called genome-scale
metabolic models (GEMs) [4,5,6].
There are three generic genome-scale human metabolic
networks currently available, namely Recon1 [7], the Edinburgh
Human Metabolic Network (EHMN) [8] and HumanCyc [9].
These reconstructions, however, are not tissue specific, which
prevents their applicability to the study of particular human cell
types or diseases. Tissue specific transcription profiles were used to
generate tissue specific models for 10 different human tissues [10],
which are subsets of Recon1, but these networks were not
sufficiently flexible to explore the metabolic states of the tissues
under various genetic and physiological conditions [11]. The same
group later proposed a different algorithm that combines
transcriptomic and proteomic data to generate a more flexible
liver specific metabolic model [11], also using Recon1 as a
template. Besides the mentioned automatically generated models,
an extensive effort led to the publication of a manually
reconstructed and annotated liver specific metabolic model
referred as HepatoNet1 [12]. Models have also been developed
for kidney [13], brain [14], erythrocytes [15] and alveolar
macrophages [16]. Computational methods used to construct cell

Introduction
Abnormal metabolic states are at the origin of many diseases
such as diabetes, hypertension, hearth diseases and cancer, which
can be seen in many aspects as a metabolic disease. Cancer and
coronary diseases are the two main causes of death in the
developed countries. It is expected that by 2030 close to 200
million persons (33% of the total population) will be obese in the
EU alone, and many of these will have one or more of the
following co-morbidities: diabetes, hypertension, heart disease and
increased risk of cancer, and the direct (medical treatment) and
indirect (inability to work) costs are estimated to amount to more
than J100 billion per year [1,2]. The molecular mechanisms
involved in these kinds of diseases are complex and in many cases
different underlying molecular causes lead to the same disease
phenotypes. A good understanding of human metabolism in
different human cell types, whole tissues, and the interactions
between them is therefore a necessary step towards efficient
diagnosis and treatment of these diseases. Metabolism is, however,
complex and involves a very large number of individual reactions
that are highly interconnected through the sharing of common
metabolites [3]. Understanding the function of metabolism
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org
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Here we present a pipeline for automatic identification of
expressed cell type specific genome-scale metabolic networks
(Figure 1). A key element of the pipeline is the INIT (Integrative
Network Inference for Tissues) algorithm (Figure 2), which relies
on the HPA as the main evidence source for assessing the presence
or absence of metabolic enzymes in each of the human cell types
that are present in the HPA. Tissue specific gene expression [21]
was used as an extra source of evidence in INIT. Metabolomic
data from the Human Metabolome Database (HMDB) [22] are
also used as constraints in such a way that if a metabolite has been
found in a particular tissue the resulting network should be able to
produce this metabolite from simple precursors. More details can
be found in the description of the method.
The output of our analysis is a cell type specific metabolic
network for each of the cell types profiled in the HPA. As we are
using HPA and gene expression data our networks do not
represent the complete metabolic network that may be expressed
in each cell type, but solely the part of the metabolic network that
is expressed and hence the part of the network that is likely to be
active. In order to provide a reliable and up to date genome-scale
model template for our tissue/cell type specific metabolic
networks, we first constructed the Human Metabolic Reaction
(HMR) database containing the elements of previously published
generic genome-scale human metabolic models [7,8,9] as well as
the KEGG [23] database. This HMR database, which is
publically available at www.metabolicatlas.com, will be periodically updated as new reactions are added to KEGG or MetaCyc or
expression profiles for more proteins become available in HPA or
other databases.
In order to evaluate the capability of our pipeline to generate
reliable tissue specific metabolic networks, the metabolic model
generated for hepatocytes was compared to HepatoNet1 [12],
which is an extensively manually curated and annotated model of
high quality. The availability of active metabolic networks
corresponding to a broad set of healthy human cell types and
cancers allows for a comparative analysis between cancer and
healthy cell types in order to identify cancer specific metabolic
features that constitute potential drug targets.

Author Summary
Many serious diseases have a strong metabolic component. The abnormal metabolic states of diseased cells
could therefore be targets for treatment. However,
metabolism is a highly complex and interconnected
system in which thousands of metabolic reactions occur
simultaneously in any given cell type. In order to
understand how metabolism of a diseased cell differs
from its healthy counterpart we must therefore study the
system as a whole. We have developed an algorithm that
integrates several types of data in order to generate active
metabolic networks; catalogues of the metabolic reactions
that are likely to be active in a given cell type. We applied
this algorithm to data for 69 healthy cell types and 16
cancer cell types. These metabolic networks can form the
basis for simulation of metabolic interactions between
organs or as scaffolds for interpretation of high-throughput data. We used these networks to perform an analysis
between cancer and healthy cell types in order to identify
cancer specific metabolic features that constitute potential
drug targets. Several of the resulting targets were already
known and used clinically, but we also found high-ranking
reactions and metabolites which have not yet been
investigated as drug targets.

type specific metabolic models aim to integrate the evidence about
the presence or absence of metabolic enzymes in a particular cell
type, while at the same time maintaining a well-connected network
(e.g. metabolites consumed in one reaction should be able to be
produced in another reaction or to be taken up from the cell
environment). Transcriptome data are often noisy and differences
in mRNA expression are not absolute but relative to a reference
condition, and in most cases do not correlate well with enzyme
levels [17]. In the frame of the Human Protein Atlas (HPA)
[18,19,20] cell type specific high quality proteomic data are being
generated based on specific antibodies, and this represents an
essential source for protein evidence in different human cell types.

Figure 1. General pipeline used in the reconstruction of cell specific genome-scale metabolic networks. Biological information at the
genome, transcriptome, proteome and metabolome levels contained in publicly available databases and generic human GEMs (Recon1, EHMN,
HumanCyc) is integrated to form a generic human metabolic network, which is processed in order to obtain the connected iHuman1512 network.
Subsequently, the cell type specific evidence is used to generate cell type specific subnetworks using the INIT algorithm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002518.g001
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Figure 2. Illustration of the principles of the INIT algorithm. The hierarchical structure of GEMs is characterized by its gene-transcript-proteinreaction (GTPR) associations. In GEMs, each metabolic reaction is associated to one or more enzymes, which in turn are associated to transcripts and
genes. Depending on the evidence for presence/absence of a given enzyme/gene in a cell type, a score can be calculated for the reaction(s) catalyzed
by that enzyme. The HPA evidence scores are illustrated as red, light, medium and dark green representing negative, weak, moderate and strong
evidence, respectively. The transcriptome evidence scores (GeneX), which are illustrated as red, light, medium, and dark blue representing low,
medium and high expression, respectively. No evidence is present as white object. For some metabolites (yellow filled circle), metabolomic data are
available to prove that they are present in the considered cell type. The aim of the algorithm is to find a sub-network in which the involved genes/
proteins have strong evidence supporting their presence in the cell type under consideration. This is done by maximizing the sum of evidence scores.
All the included reactions should be able to carry a flux and all the metabolites observed experimentally should be synthesized from precursors that
the cell is known to take up. The bold lines represent the resulting network after optimization.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002518.g002

Results/Discussion

Generation of 69 tissue specific and 16 cancer type
specific genome-scale active metabolic networks

Database construction

Using the INIT algorithm (see supplementary material for a
detailed description), genome-scale active networks for 69 different
cell types and 16 cancers were automatically generated. The
resulting active metabolic networks are provided in SBML [25]
format and are available at www.metabolicatlas.com.
The tissue specific models generated were compared with the
BRENDA [26] collection of detected enzymes in various tissues. A
hypergeometric test was carried out using the R statistical
software. The reported p-values are the probabilities of obtaining
an overlap higher than the observed with a random set of
metabolic genes of the same size as the corresponding BRENDA
entry. As it is shown in Table S1, all the comparisons between the
models generated by our algorithm and BRENDA showed
overlaps with p-values lower than 5e-4. Our computational liver
model (iHepatocyte1154) shows a p-value of 1e-200, which is similar
to the value obtained by comparing the manually reconstructed
HepatoNet1 to BRENDA. 55% of the genes in iHepatocyte1154 are
also in BRENDA, while only 43% of the genes in HepatoNet1 are
in BRENDA. The comparatively high p-values are for tissues for
which there are very few annotated enzymes in BRENDA.
In order to validate the output of our algorithm, our
automatically generated hepatocyte model was compared with
HepatoNet1 [12], a manually curated and functional model of
hepatocyte metabolism. The comparison was carried out at the
gene level to avoid ambiguous decisions about reaction similarity.
The overlap between the lists of genes included in each of the

The existing methods for the inference of tissue specific active
metabolic networks have only used Recon1 as a scaffold. In order
to integrate other sources of information we constructed the
Human Metabolic Reaction database (HMR), containing the two
existing genome-scale metabolic models, Recon1 and EHMN, as
well as incorporating information from HumanCyc and KEGG.
The HMR database has a hierarchical structure in which the
genes are at the top and are linked to information about their
tissue specific expression profiles reported by Su et al [21] via
BioGPS [24]. Each gene is linked to its different splicing variants
and those to their corresponding proteins. Each protein is linked to
its tissue specific abundances in the HPA database [18] and to the
reactions they catalyze. The reactions are linked to metabolites
that themselves are linked to their tissue specific information
collected from the HMDB [22]. The HMR database will be
regularly updated with new reactions contained in future genomescale human metabolic reconstructions, as well as with new
evidence included in future versions of the HPA, HMDB and
newly published specific transcriptome data. Details regarding the
construction and curation of the HMR database are available in
the Methods section. The INIT algorithm requires a connected
template human metabolic model as input, and this template
model was generated from HMR. The template model contains
4,137 metabolites (3,397 unique) and 5,535 reactions (4,144
unique), which are associated to 1,512 metabolic genes. This
template model is referred to as iHuman1512.
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org
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transporters to the sinusoidal space; a type of blood vessels in
the liver and therefore not a part of hepatocytes. The other 76
genes that were absent from iHuman1512, and their corresponding
reactions, were removed because of being unbalanced, unconnected or otherwise problematic (see Table S3). 105 genes
included in HepatoNet1, and present in iHuman1512, were not
assigned by our algorithm to the hepatocyte-specific network.
These genes correspond to 237 reactions, 132 of them still exist in
iHepatocyte1154 associated to different isoenzymes. The experimental evidences for the presence of these 105 genes (see Table S4)
in the hepatocytes is mostly weak or negative, even slightly worse
than the evidence for the 253 genes that were both rejected by our
algorithm and absent in HepatoNet1, and we are therefore
confident that these 105 genes were correctly rejected. This shows
the importance of using cell type specific data when reconstructing
GEMs, as enzyme isoforms can be differentially expressed in
different cell types. Based on the above we can conclude that the

models is showed in Figure 3. Our hepatocyte model (iHepatocyte1154) contains 1,154 genes, of which 452 are also included in
HepatoNet1 and 702 are absent. The evidence for the expression
and translation of the 702 absent genes is as good as the evidence
for the 452 genes that are in both networks, and we are therefore
confident that the presence of most of the 702 extra genes has been
correctly inferred by our algorithm. The HepatoNet1 network
contains 261 genes not included in iHepatocyte1154, of which 156
were absent from our initial connected human network. Our
algorithm could therefore not have assigned these genes to the
hepatocyte sub-network and their existence reveals just a
limitation of the data that were used as an input and not a
limitation of our algorithm. 80 of these genes were not in HMR
(see Table S2), but closer examination revealed that the majority
(62 genes) of these genes corresponded to reactions that were
actually present in HMR, but with different or absent gene
associations. 13 out of the 18 remaining genes encode for

Figure 3. Gene content comparison between our hepatocyte model and HepatoNet1. The Venn diagram shows the overlap in terms of
included genes between three models. The blue, green and red squares represent iHuman1512, our hepatocyte model iHepatocyte1154 and
HepatoNet1, respectively. The distribution of evidence scores of each section of the Venn diagram is plotted. The HPA evidence scores are illustrated
as red, light, medium and dark green represent negative, weak moderate and strong expression, respectively. The transcriptome evidence scores
(GeneX) are illustrated as red, light, medium and dark blue representing low, medium and high expression, respectively. No evidence (NE) is
illustrated as grey color.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002518.g003
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drugs instead work by targeting the transport system, by structural
homology to the PAs themselves, or by linking other aneoplastic
drugs to the PAs [33].
Another high-ranking target is the isoprenoid biosynthesis
pathway, in particular the intermediate geranylgeranyl diphosphate. This metabolite has been shown to promote oncogenic
events due to its role in prenylation of important cancer proteins
such as Ras and Rho GTPases [34]. Several drugs have therefore
been developed to target the prenylation process [35] or the
biosynthesis of geranylgeranyl diphosphate [36].
A third prominent group among the Reporter Metabolites is
prostaglandins and leukotrienes together with the intermediate
HPETE. These autocrine compounds are synthesized from
arachidonic acid and are elevated in connection with inflammation. They have been shown to aid in cancer progression by
promoting metastasis and by influencing the immune system [37].
Of particular interest is prostaglandin E2, where both the synthesis
and degradation have been investigated as promising targets for
drug development [38].
The fact that so many of the identified targets correspond to
well known and used drug targets, indicates that the method is able
to generate biologically relevant hypotheses. Of particular interest
are therefore the Reporter Metabolites that are currently not
targeted in cancer treatment. Among the top-scoring Reporter
Metabolites we identified biliverdin and bilirubin (Figure 4).
Biliverdin reductase and the reactions catalyzed by this enzyme
also appear among the genes and reaction most enriched in the
cancer networks. Biliverdin reductase is known to be a major
physiologic cytoprotectant against oxidative stress [39]. Cancer
cells are known to be exposed to high oxidative stress resulting
from the hydrogen peroxide generated during the oxidation of
polyamines and other products of amino acid breakdown taking
place in the peroxisome. Bilirubin is oxidized to biliverdin by
hydrogen peroxide and subsequently reduced back to bilirubin by
biliverdin reductase. This mechanism has been proven to be a
major relief system for oxidative stress and could be considered a
potential target against cancer proliferation. One of the hydrogen
peroxide generating reactions taking place in the peroxisomes is
the transformation of aminoacetone, which is an intermediate in
the degradation of glycine, into methylglyoxal. Another source of
methylglyoxal in cancer cells is from gluconeogenesis [40].
Methylglyoxal is known to be a toxic compound [41] that has
been proven to induce apoptosis in some cancer cell lines [42].
Methylglyoxal also appeared among our top scoring reporter
metabolites and both the gene coding for lactoylglutathione lyase
(an enzyme that transforms methylglyoxal and glutathione into
lactoylglutathione) and its associated reactions appear among the
most enriched genes and reactions in the cancer active metabolic
networks. Lactoylglutathione is further transformed into glutathione and lactic acid by the enzyme lactoylglutathione hydrolase
(which also shows a significant enrichment in cancer metabolic
networks with a p-value of 2e-3). Lactic acid is a well known
metabolite produced by cancer cells. The mentioned two enzymes
seem to be playing a relevant role in relieving the toxicity
generated by methylglyoxal and could be potential drug targets
against cancer proliferation. Targeting these enzymes would have
the same effect on cancer cells as using methylglyoxal as a drug,
but the advantage is that there would be no toxicity effects of
methylglyoxal on healthy tissues.

mismatches between our hepatocyte-specific metabolic network
and HepatoNet1 are accompanied by experimental evidence in
favour of the choices made by our algorithm.
Finally we clustered the 69 plus 16 metabolic networks
according to their similarity in terms of shared metabolic genes
using unsupervised hierarchical clustering with average linkage
and multiscale bootstrap resampling [27] (10,000 repetitions)
implemented in the R statistical software (see Figure S1). The
clustering shows, as it could be expected, local grouping of closely
related cell types on the basis of cell anatomy (e.g. spleen in red
pulp and white pulp cluster together). Interestingly, the cancers are
separated into three different clusters, one containing liver,
colorectal, breast and endometrial cancer, another minor cluster
including cervical and head cancer and a third one containing the
remaining ten cancers. It is also of interest to note that only 189
reactions (4.1% of the total number of reactions) are unique to a
single cell or cancer type, while there is a larger core-set of 501
reactions (11.0% of total number of reactions) that are in common
to all cells. Figure S2 shows the enrichment of some important
metabolic pathways in the models.

Identification of cancer specific metabolic features
Since the Warburg effect was observed at the beginning of the
20th century, it is known that cancer cells show characteristic
metabolic features that make them different from healthy cells
[28]. This supposed metabolic similarity between cancer cells
justified the development of a generic cancer genome-scale
metabolic model which was used to identify potential drug targets
against cancer proliferation [29]. Here we have inferred active
metabolic networks for 16 different cancer types, which can be
compared with the 24 healthy cell types that they come from (there
are several healthy cell types for some of the tissues associated to
the cancers) in order to identify metabolic features that are
characteristic of cancer. A hypergeometric test was used to identify
genes and reactions that tend to be present in most of the cancer
specific active metabolic networks and absent in most of the
original healthy cell types (see Tables S5 and S6). The p-values
obtained from the hypergeometric test were used to identify
Reporter Metabolites [30] that are significantly more involved in
the metabolism of cancer cells (see Table S7). The sets of genes,
reactions and metabolites showing enrichment in the cancer active
metabolic networks with p-values lower than 1e-4 are listed in the
supplementary material. These lists of genes, reactions and
metabolites are cancer specific features that are likely to be
playing a specific role in proliferation of cancer cells and could be
potential drug targets. Our comparative analysis between two sets
of active metabolic networks can be seen as a high throughput
hypothesis generation method. These hypotheses are not based on
mere correlations between cancer and the presence of a particular
protein, but being based on the underlying metabolic network
structure, and hereby our analysis provides a mechanistic
interpretation about the possible role of each identified feature
on the proliferation of cancer.
One of the most significant results from the Reporter
Metabolites analysis is a much more pronounced metabolism of
polyamines (PAs) such as spermidine, spermine, and putrescine in
cancer cells. PAs play a variety of roles, of which several are
related to oxidative stress prevention and suppression of necrosis
[31]. PAs have long been known to be of particular importance for
rapidly proliferating cells, and as such its transport and synthesis
have been thoroughly investigated as anti-cancer drug targets [32].
Inhibition of single enzymes in the PA synthesis pathway has
proved disappointing, due to extensive regulation of the system
and use of exogenous PAs by the cancer cells. Second generation
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org

Conclusions and perspectives
We here present a method that is able to integrate different
sources of biological evidence to generate high quality cell type
specific metabolic networks. We used this method to generate
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Figure 4. Example of a metabolic sub-network that was identified as being significantly more present in cancer tissues compared to
their corresponding healthy tissues. Aminoacetone, which is a toxic by-product of amino acid catabolism, is converted to toxic methylglyoxal in
a reaction that also result in hydrogen peroxide. The toxicity of methylglyoxal is relieved by two reaction steps involving ligation to glutathione and
resulting in lactic acid. The generated hydrogen peroxide is taken care of by the enzyme biliverdin reductase. This is an example of how networkbased analysis can lead to a more mechanistic interpretation of data.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002518.g004

genome-scale metabolic networks for 69 different human cell types
and 16 cancer types, and this is the first step towards the
establishment of a Human Metabolic Atlas, which may become a
central portal for further advancing human metabolic models with
the capability of performing tissue-level and organism-level
metabolic simulations, allowing for a better understanding of
complex diseases. The Human Metabolic Atlas and will be made
publicly accessible for the medical and scientific community and
may hereby become a valuable resource in the development of
personalized medicine based on system-level analysis. An example
of system-level analysis is the identification of cancer specific
metabolic features that we have performed by comparing the
networks generated using the INIT algorithm.

considered). There are 338 of these metabolites which, even if they
have KEGG identifiers, are generic compounds such as ‘‘Lipid’’ or
‘‘2-oxoacid’’. Such compounds can lead to reactions that are
elementally unbalanced. These problematic metabolites were
removed, together with the 418 reactions in which they were
involved after a detailed manual curation process. 38 reactions
with wrong or unbalanced stoichiometries were also substituted by
balanced versions during the curation process. In order to avoid
problems associated with proton balancing, which arise from
undefined protonation states of many metabolites, free exchange
of protons was allowed in the models. Finally, all reactions unable
to carry flux under any circumstance were removed. The reason
for removing these unconnected reactions was that the algorithm
requires a connected model as input. After this filtering, our
template model contains 4,137 metabolites (3,397 unique) and
5,535 reactions (4,144 unique), which are associated to 1,512
metabolic genes (based on the Ensemble gene catalogue). This
template model is referred to as iHuman1512. The numbers of
genes maintained in each of the above mentioned steps are listed
in Table S9. The discrepancy between the large number of
reactions and the relatively small number of genes, which is also
seen in previously published metabolic networks, is due to the fact
that many reactions are included in the template networks based
on literature studies or for connectivity reasons. In addition, some
enzymes catalyze a large number of reactions and some enzymes
catalyze reactions in several compartments. A comparison
between iHuman1512 and some published human metabolic
networks is available in Table S10.

Methods
Database construction
In order to have an unambiguous characterization of metabolites and reactions, KEGG and InChI identifiers were used for
standardization. Metabolites lacking identifiers to external databases were left out of the HMR database together with their
corresponding reactions. The metabolite identifiers were used to
infer if two reactions coming from different sources were the same.
Each reaction was assigned to one or several of the eight
compartments included in the HMR database: nucleus, cytosol,
endoplasmatic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, peroxisomes, lysosomes, mitochondria and extracellular. In cases where the subcellular localization was absent from the template models it was
inferred from immunohistochemical staining in the HPA. For
enzymes that were not in the HPA, Swiss-Prot and GO were used
to infer localization (see Table S8 for database versions). After
removing the compounds that lack identifiers, the database
contained 9,922 reactions, 2,366 genes, and 9,581 metabolites
for the eight different compartments (3,547 unique metabolites
and 6,319 unique reactions when compartmentalization is not
PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org

Algorithm for the generation of tissue-specific models
Several algorithms aiming to obtain a tissue or conditionspecific active set of metabolic reactions from a generic model
have been previously developed. The first of these algorithms was
the Gene Inactivity Moderated by Metabolism and Expression
(GIMME) algorithm [43], which uses mRNA expression data as
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The parameter e is an arbitrarily small positive number. The
weights of the binary variables corresponding to the reactions
account for the evidence of their presence or absence. When the
corresponding enzyme has been characterized in the HPA we
have used values of wi of 20, 15, 10 and 28 for high, medium, low
and absent proteins respectively. These scores are arbitrary and
have been chosen to quantify the evidence colour codes that
appear in the HPA. We have tested the sensitivity of the algorithm
to the variation in these weights by perturbing them by 20% up
and down and the impact on the output of the algorithm resulted
only in small changes of the resulting networks. If the evidence
comes from gene expression levels which were retrieved from
BioGPS [24] and the publicly dataset ‘‘Human Body Index –
Transcriptional Profiling’’ (GSE7307), we have used weights
calculated as follows:

input. Two other algorithms were developed with the specific aim
of generating human tissue specific metabolic networks. The first
of those [10],_ENREF_10 developed by Shlomi and co-workers,
used transcriptomic data as its sole input. The second one [11] was
developed by the same authors in order to obtain a functional
model for human hepatocytes and is able to integrate also
metabolomic and proteomic data.
The INIT (Integrative Network Inference for Tissues) algorithm
is formulated as a mixed integer-linear problem (MILP) and is
specially tailored to use the evidence from the HPA as input. The
problem is formulated so that all reactions in the resulting model
are able to carry flux. The stoichiometric matrix S contains the
stoichiometric coefficients for each internal metabolite in each
reaction. By multiplying the stoichiometric matrix by the vector of
reaction rates we obtain a vector of net accumulation or
consumption rates for each internal metabolite. Instead of
imposing the steady state condition for all the internal metabolites,
as it is usually done, we allow for a small positive net accumulation
rate. The net productions of metabolites will be given positive
weights in the optimization. The reason for this choice is that we
prefer to have a network able to synthesize molecules such as
NADH or NADPH, rather than only being able to use them as
cofactors. If a metabolite is present in a cell type (according to the
HMDB) a positive net production of this metabolite will be
imposed to the network in order to assure that all the reactions
necessary for its synthesis are included in the tissue specific model.
Up to this date there is not a human biomass equation available
in the literature (for example Recon1 incorporates a mouse
biomass equation). On the other hand, human cells (with the
exception of cancer cells), in contrast to microorganisms, do not
tend to proliferate or do so slowly in comparison with the rest of
their metabolic functions. This makes the biomass equation less
relevant, unless the aim is to model cancer proliferation. Also
human cells secrete into the blood a much broader spectrum of
compounds than microbial cells secrete into their environment
(which are mainly fermentation products). We therefore chose to
generate networks allowing for secretion (or accumulation) of all
their metabolites. If we had used the stricter steady state
constraint, many reactions would have been removed from the
models just because they were leading to dead end metabolites.
These end metabolites could in fact be added to biomass or just be
secreted into the blood stream, therefore we have aimed for a
more flexible approach by allowing secretion (or net accumulation)
of metabolites.
The MILP used in INIT can be specified as:

max

X

wi yi z

i[R

X



Signali,j
wi,j ~5 log
Averagei

The signal of gene i in tissue j is divided by the average signal
across all the tissues. If the signal in a particular tissue is higher
than its average across all the tissues the weight will be positive, if it
is lower it will have a negative weight.
For the reactions that are related to several genes or proteins the
highest evidence score is used. If no gene is associated to a
particular reaction, or there is no proteomic or transcriptomic
evidence, a weight of 22 is used in order to avoid adding
unnecessary reactions without evidence and keep the network as
parsimonious as possible. If a reaction linked to several genes is
added to the final tissue specific network, only the genes showing a
positive evidence score are kept in the tissue specific reaction-gene
association.
The MILP problem was solved using MOSEK (www.mosek.
com) and its Matlab interface.

Supporting Information
Figure S1 Clustering of 69 predicted cell type specific
genome-scale metabolic models for normal tissues
together with 16 for cancer tissues. A dendrogram
generated by unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the models
based on predicted gene presence and absence is shown.
(PDF)
Figure S2 The relative pathway enrichment profiles,
based on KEGG pathways, for each of the models. Blue
corresponds to underrepresentation and red to overrepresentation.
Note that it is the number of enzymes present for each pathway
that underlie the comparison, not the abundances of the proteins.
(PDF)
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Table S1 Evaluation of the models by comparison to
curated tissue-specific enzymes. For each model, the set of
genes is compared to the set of genes annotated as existing in the
corresponding tissue in BRENDA. The p-values are derived from
hypergeometric distribution.
(PDF)
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Table S2 Investigation of the 80 genes that were present
in HepatoNet1 but missing in HMR. The 80 missing genes
were associated with 746 reactions in HepatoNet1, of which 597
metabolic and transport reactions were related to the sinusoidal
space compartment. 117 metabolic reactions existed in HMR with
different gene or no gene association and 32 (5 unique) reactions
were altogether absent in HMR. KEGG reaction identifiers or
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Transporter Classification database identifiers (TCDB) are
provided for the missing reactions.
(PDF)

INIT algorithm provides a connected and functional model,
reactions that are unconnected in the template model can never be
included. In order to separate between reactions that were
excluded due to connectivity reasons and those that were excluded
due to negative evidence, a number of preprocessing steps were
performed on the data in the HMR database. In the first step
reactions that contain very generic metabolites such as ‘‘lipid’’ or
‘‘alcohol’’ were removed. Reactions that were elementally
unbalanced were fixed or removed. Simulations were performed
to ensure that the network could not gain carbon, energy or redox
power in an unbalanced manner. In the second step reactions
where directionality information was lacking were removed. In the
third step reactions where one or more of the substrates could not
be synthesized through some other reaction (unconnected
reactions) were removed. Finally, in the fourth step reactions that
couldn’t carry flux when the model had access to all exchange
metabolites (as defined in the EHMN) were removed. Consequently, iHuman1512, a connected human network with 5,535
reactions, associated with 1512 protein coding genes, was
generated. The number of genes associated to the remaining
reactions after each pre-processing steps are presented below.
(PDF)

Table S3 Investigation of the 76 genes that were
removed during the pre-processing steps. 76 genes which
were present in both HepatoNet1 and the HMR database were
removed in order to get a fully connected input network for the
INIT algorithm. This table summarizes which genes were
removed during each of the pre-processing steps (see Table S2
for details).
(PDF)
Table S4 Investigation of the 105 genes which are
present in HepatoNet1 but missing in iHepatocyte1154
due to the INIT algorithm. The 105 missing genes were
associated with 182 reactions in HepatoNet1, of which 5 metabolic
reactions are related to the sinusoidal space compartment. 108
metabolic reactions existed in iHepatocyte1154 with different gene
or no gene association and 69 (60 unique) reactions are absent in
iHepatocyte1154 due to INIT algorithm. KEGG reaction identifiers
are provided for the missing associated reactions to the genes.
(PDF)
Table S5 List of reactions that were significantly more
present in cancer tissues compared to their corresponding normal tissues (p-value,10e-4).
(PDF)

Table S10 Comparison between iHuman1512 and some
other published human metabolic networks.
(PDF)

Table S6 List of genes for which their corresponding
reactions were significantly more present in cancer
tissues compared to their corresponding normal tissues
(p-value,10e-4).
(PDF)
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Abstract
In recent years human tissue specific genomescale metabolic (htGEM) modeling have
provided much new information about human metabolism, especially in connection with
medical research. In order to efficiently manage and utilize this kind of data, we build the
Human Metabolic Atlas (HMA) website as an online resource to provide comprehensive
information of human metabolism, for specific metabolic network analysis as well as to
communicate with the wider research community. The HMA comprises three parts,
Repository, Hreed and Atlas. The Repository is a genomescale metabolic model collection
of specific human cells and human related organisms. The models are publicly available in
SBML format. Besides the models, users can easily access human reaction data from
Hreed. Hreed was developed based on an objectoriented graph database system for
storing standardized human metabolism information from deposited models. Connecting to
the database, users can use the provided web and program interfaces to easily retrieve
reaction data by using specific keywords or related genes, proteins, compounds and cross
references in JSON and CSV format. With the visualization system, the Atlas, a summary of
the provided htGEMs is overlaid on KEGG metabolic pathway maps with a zoom/pan user
interface. This online resource is a useful tool for studying human metabolism at the specific
cell level, organ level and for the overall human body.

Introduction
Metabolism is the process where living cells perform chemical transformations with the
objective to produce building blocks for macromolecules and Gibbs free energy required for
supporting cellular functions. Metabolism allows organisms to maintain their homeostasis,
move, grow and reproduce. Metabolism consists of a linked series of biochemical reactions
and transport processes which for most part are enzymecatalyzed. Besides production of
building blocks and energy, metabolism also involves cellular signaling that enables
organisms to perceive and respond to environmental changes. Due to this central function of
metabolism, disruption in parts of this may cause abnormality.
Metabolic disorders are the origin of several human diseases such as diabetes, obesity,
cardiovascular disease (O'Rahilly 2009) and cancer (Seyfried and Shelton 2010). Hence,
knowledge about human metabolism is fundamental to understand the mechanism of
metabolic diseases, and this forms the basis for treatment or prevention. Due to the
complexity of metabolism, where are large number of biochemical reactions are connected
through sharing of metabolites, studying metabolism at a systemic level requires appropriate
computational models, not only for human metabolism in general, but also for specific cell
types or tissues.
Genomescale metabolic models (GEM) provide comprehensive overview of the genotype
to phenotype relationship in living cells and hereby provide a scaffold for interpretation of
high throughput omic data in the context of metabolism (Bordbar et al. 2011; Agren et al.
2012 and Seaver et al. 2012). Recently, human tissue specific genomescale metabolic
modeling (htGEM) has shown to provide much new information about human metabolism
when they are integrated with genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic data
(Mardinoglu et al. 2014; Gatto, Nookaew and Nielsen 2014). There are four generic human
GEMs publicly available, Recon2 (Thiele et al. 2013) which is updated version of Recon1
(Duarte et al. 2007), the Edinburgh Human Metabolic Network (EHMN) (Ma et al. 2007),
HumanCyc (Romeo et al. 2005) and Human Metabolic Reaction (HMR) (Argren et al.
2012), which has been updated to HMR2.0, the most comprehensive compilation of human
metabolic reactions (Mardinoglu et al. 2014), as well as, several human tissue specific cell
type GEMs (i.e. from Shlomi et al. 2010; Argren et al. 2012 and Wang, Eddy and Price
2012). The htGEMs are widely used for data analysis, data integration and simulation to
fulfill knowledge about cell type specific mechanisms prior to whole organism understanding.
Knowledge from modelbased data analysis can lead to understanding the mechanism of
metabolic diseases which can be used to identify new therapeutic agents or novel diagnostic
biomarkers in the future (Ma et al. 2007; Shlomi et al. 2010; Mardinoglu et al. 2014; Gatto
et al. 2014).
A GEM consists of 3 kinds of information; 1) a list of biochemical reactions, both enzymatic
and spontaneous; 2) genereaction or proteinreaction associations; 3) a set of objective
functions that represents a range of feasible metabolic states (Lee et al. 2006; Schuetz et al.
2007; Seaver et al. 2012). Therefore, GEM reconstruction can be considered as a data
integration process, which integrates genomic and metabolic reaction data. Particularly to
reconstruct htGEM, expression data is required to discard unexpressed metabolic reactions
from a generic GEM, hence the data integration process for htGEM is more complicated.
In addition, reconstruction and accurate analysis of these complex models cannot be

accomplished without appropriate computational infrastructures (Bordbar et al. 2011).
Due to the characters of biological data, integration and organization of such data is
challenging. The first characteristic is the dynamics of biological knowledge. Thus, the
change of biological knowledge can alter biological data interpretation which affects data
modeling in database design. Therefore, to maintain the integrity of information, data models
have to be adaptable (Birney and Clamp, 2004). Secondly, heterogeneity of data identifiers
makes data comparison laborious and prone to error propagation. To overcome this
problem, standardization of data identifiers is required (Davidson, 1995). Finally, biological
components in nature behave according to the basic laws of physics. Consequently, they
randomly interact and make relationship with each others (Weiss, Qu and Garfinkel, 2003).
These characteristics cause complexity in biological data.
To deal with these challenges, integration and organization of biological data for GEM
reconstruction, there is a need for a database system that is developed for this particular
purpose. In connection with reconstruction of cell type specific models we established the
HMR database using MySQL (Agren et al. 2012) and this was further expanded to
HMR2.0 that covers many more reactions in an Excel database (Mardinoglu et al. 2014).
Despite the extensive coverage of reactions in HMR2.0 this has drawbacks in terms of
query command complexity, query time and complexity of data structure. Data models of
both databases were designed for use together with the INIT algorithm (Agren et al. 2012)
and expression data from Human Protein Atlas (HPA) (Uhlen et al. 2010). Therefore, these
two databases were lagging the possibility to fulfill information needed in other
reconstruction methods or networks integration; such as evaluation of protein families in
comparative genomescale reconstruction (Pitkanen et al. 2014) and regulatory information
in probabilistic integrative modeling of genomescale metabolic and regulatory networks
(Chandrasekaran and Price 2010). Furthermore, these databases do not have any user
interfaces that will enable easy access for efficiently exploration of the data. We therefore
designed and implemented a new database, Hreed, that provide flexibility, consistency and
crucial features for human metabolism data organization.
Reconstruction of new models is welldefined as an iterative process where the models are
continuously revised. The new models are usually related to the previous models. In order to
efficiently manage and utilize htGEM and related information, the Human Metabolic Atlas
(HMA) website was built as an online resource to organize and provide comprehensive
human metabolic information as models and a database to support further specific analysis
or modeling as well as to communicate with the wider research community. There are three
major services available on the HMA. The Repository provides management of human
GEMs with a crucial feature that enables keeping track of available models. Currently the
repository contains 99 human cell type specific and 3 human related microbial models
available to download in SBML format. To enable exploration of the provided models, a
web based metabolic map visualization named Atlas, provides a visualize system to explore
human tissue specific metabolic information overlaid on KEGG metabolic pathway maps
with an interactive user interface. Finally, HMA contains Hreed, a reaction database, that
provides high quality of structured information of metabolic reactions and related data prior
to support cloudsourcing data curation, data expansion and programming interfaces for
further utilization.

Results
The first version of the HMA website was released November 2012 as a model repository
with first release of 85 htGEMs for normal and cancer cell types (Argren et al. 2012). In
2013 the total number of unique visitors increased 87% with a 83% increase in new visitors
and a 39% increase in returning visitors. The number of visit to the model download pages
also increased as shown in Figure 1. With the new implemented tools Hreed and Atlas, we
will significantly improve the usability of HMA to become a key resource for studying human
metabolism at the specific cell level, organ level and for the overall human body.
Human specific metabolic model repository
The first part of the HMA resource, the Repository is a collection of GEMs that have been
generated automatically or been manually reconstructed for a wide range of human cell types
and some human related microbial cells. The repository is classified into 4 categories; INIT
normal, INIT cancer, curated and related microbial model.
INIT models were automatically generated GEMs for different human cell types by combing
a generic GEM with transcriptomic and proteomic data. The first release models (r1) were
generated for 69 different human normal cell types and for 16 human cancer cell types
(Agren et al.2012), whereas the second release models were generated by a revised INIT
algorithm for 82 different human normal cell types (Mardinoglu et al. 2014). In addition, in a
study of clear cell renal carcinomas GEMs were generated for five different human cancers
(r3) by the revised INIT algorithm (Gatto, Nookaew and Nielsen 2014).
Separated from INIT models, there are 2 manually curated models deposited in the GEM
repository. The Adipocytes1890 model was curated by using 7,340 adipocyte associated
genes from immunohistochemistry assay to be a comprehensive and functional gGEMs
(Mardinoglu et al. 2013). Furthermore, to have a functional hepatocyte model for a study of
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, an extensive description of lipid metabolism from HMR2.0
was used for improving the INIT hepatocyte model resulting in iHepatocytes2322
(Mardinoglu et al. 2014).
Several recent studies have shown that the metabolism of the gut microbiome has influence
on overall human metabolism, and we therefore also started to collect GEMs for human gut
microorganisms. In this version of the HMA there are GEMs for three key species that are
representatives of the human gut microflora (Shoai et al., 2013). These GEMs provide
significant information to understand the gut microbiome ecosystem as well as its effect on
human metabolism.
Hreed: Human REaction Entities Database
Hreed is a comprehensive information ecosystem that can support model reconstruction,
cloudsourcing data curation and serve as a contextaware data query system. This
database is an improved version of the HMR database presented by Agren et al. 2012, and
the HMR2.0 database by Mardinoglu et al. 2014. Due to the limitation of data models in the
previous database, a new database system, which is designed based on an objectoriented
graph data model, was implemented to manage gene, transcript, protein, small molecule and
reaction data and to provide high accuracy of human metabolism information to the research
community.

The data in Hreed comprises several kinds of data including human genes, transcripts,
proteins, small molecules and reaction data as shown in Table 2, and these are stored in the
database as instances of classes corresponding to their tangible biological entities. Genes
and transcripts data were automatically populated from Ensembl 69 through the Ensembl
biomart service (Flicek et al. 2013). Proteins were from Uniprot release 2012_09 (The
UniProt Consortium 2013). Small molecules and reactions, which are the key data of
Hreed, were parsed from HMR1.0 (Argren et al. 2012) including genereaction relationship
information. However, to support the growth of the human metabolism information in the
future, small molecule data was expanded by incorporating an internal compound data pool
propagated from HMDB (Wishart et al. 2007), LMSD (Sud et al. 2007), ChEBI (Hastings
et al. 2013), KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2012) and PubChem (Bolton et al. 2014) with full
InChI annotation. In addition, protein families from PANTHER (Mi et al. 2003) were
populated to Hreed to support future GEM reconstructions that may involve assigning
functions to unknown protein sequences.
Information in Hreed can be accessed using the graphical data query interface or the
database application programming interface. The graphical data query interface, as shown in
Figure 2, is suitable for general users without programming knowledge. The data objects can
be queried using keywords from their properties such as names, id, cross references or
other object specific properties including InChI and InChIKey. To further data searching
through data relationship can be performed by specifying relation types. Query response is
returned in the web as a tables by default, which provides links for user to explore further
details of data from Hreed database itself or from external databases. Besides to get query
response on the web, the query system also provides options for downloading data as a text
file in table, XML or JSON format, which is more convenient for using data for further
computational analysis.
Apart from that graphical data query system, a database API named Dactyls was
implemented to support basic Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) operations of the
database. Besides that, a dedicated behavioral data query system based on a concept ‘Find
and do’ was also implemented. The search query mimic tangible properties or function of
each concrete object, which is familiar to molecular biologist. Users use a search function
(beginning with ::) to retrieve object(s) first and then continuing use commands (beginning
with .) to ask the user a question (ending with ?) or to do something until one reaches
endpoint information as illustrated in Figure 3. After obtaining the endpoint information, users
can also export gathered information to a file in JSON, XML and Table format.
Database benchmarking
For benchmarking Hreed, compound and reaction information from the global
reconstruction human metabolic model, Recon version 2.02 (Thiele et al. 2013), was used
for comparison. Compound data were compared based on InChI which are provided by
both resources. Results in Table 3 (A) represents that 74,286 small molecules from Hreed
cover more than 93% (910/974) of InChI identified compounds in Recon 2.02.
Comparison of reactions from both sources using genereaction relationship showed that
1,162 reactions with gene association cover about 35% (881/2484) of the reactions in
Recon 2.02 as shown in Table 3 (C).
Atlas: The metabolic map viewer for h-tGEMs

In order to visualize and compare htGEMs among different cell types, a visualization system
was implemented providing a better view of tissue specific metabolic models. A web based
visualization system, called Atlas, was developed with an interactive interface representing
information from the latest release of INIT normal models on KEGG metabolic maps
(Kanehisa et al. 2012). The Atlas is designed as a web application with a straightforward
graphic user interface. The user interface comprises a pathway input box with an open
button (a), tissue filter tree (b) and map viewer tabs (c) as shown in Figure 4. Users can
easily open a map by typing pathway name or KEGG pathway id, which begin with
‘path:map’ then after by five digit of numbers in pathway input box and then click ‘open’
button or enter. There is also another way to open a new map by clicking on the
corresponding pathway name in a map. To overlay maps with selected tissue information,
the filter can be changed by unchecking the checkboxes. Only checked tissue information
will be overlaid on maps. Changing the filter effects only on the map opened after changing.
The interactive interface of Atlas allows users to interactively explore the map, component
details and overlaid data by using simple mouse controls. By mouse scrolling, the user can
zoom in and out. Details of map components including id, name, link and graphs of overlaid
data will be shown in a balloon popup after left mouse clicking on component. By clicking
on reactions, usually represented as boxes, a dialog box with information of the reaction,
related genes, proteins and pathways taken from KEGG, also related tissue from Hreed
database, will be presented. Clicking on some texts in the dialog box will link directly to
other databases; Ensembl (Flicek et al. 2013), UniProt (The UniProt Consortium 2013),
KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2012); for further information.

Discussions and conclusions
The HMA website has been developed as a comprehensive web resource to 1) provide
draft htGEMs generated by the automatic algorithm INIT; 2) provide simulation ready
functional htGEMs which can be used as predictive models and scaffolds for personalized
genomescale metabolic models; 3) provide tools and environment for further community
driven expansion; and 4) provide visualization for comparative analysis of difference specific
cell types on a metabolic map.
It has clearly been shown that to use GEMs directly as a flat file database as well as
relational database to provide information of human metabolism is not efficient (Birney and
Clamp 2004; Agren et al. 2012; Mardinoglu et al. 2014). The Hreed database and the
Dactyls API library, developed using objectoriented graph data model, can be considered
as an initial tool set to organize information about human metabolism and further application
development. The database were attentively developed to support data exchange and
expansion both by automatic and manual processes. In addition, The Hreed includes several
data annotation schemes such as InChI, InChIKey, reaction key, MIRIAM registry and
Open ontology to ensure integrity of the propagated data.
Hreed was first propagated from HMR by an automatic script. To achieve the requirements
of the database system, propagated information has to be standardized. After a new cycle of
model reconstruction, the curated information from GEMs will be integrated back to the
database. Due to the flexible data structure, the database can be expanded further for other
data categories such as complex molecule, proteinprotein interaction and genetic interaction

without changing the physical data layer. Besides data structure expansion ability, the
database APIs also allows developers to implement the new functions; especially data
integration and analysis; to the database system in the future.
Compared with the first release of the website containing only a GEM repository, the HMA
has been updated with several improvements and new features, and we believe that the
HMA web resource will be a good data exchange hub for the research community and
facilitate new knowledge creation in human metabolism.

Methods
This section represents the details of HMA website and its tools developments.
Web site and Repository development
The HMA was developed using Ruby on Rails (RoR) as a core web application platform
providing basic web application building blocks for the Repository, Hreed and Atlas
development. Apart from that, RoR also supports RESTful service development which will
be used for programmatic web based query services in the future.
The Repository was developed to provide GEMs of specific human tissues and related
organisms. GEMs are released for downloading following publications. Recently, the models
are versioned based on tissue and cell type, therefore the latest release of a specific cell type
is the updated version of the same cell type model in the previous release.
Database design of Hreed
This database was designed to overcome the table flooding and low efficiency data querying
that appeared in the SQL database described in Agren et al. 2012. These problems were
caused by the complexity of data relationships used in modeling work, where too many data
tables used in the data model causing low efficiency in the querying process and loss of
accuracy in queried data. A new database management system was developed by using
several data models to fit with the high complexity of data used in modeling work. The
design process followed ANSI/X3/SPARC by separating the view of data structure into
three layers. 1) Physical data layer represents the actual data stored in physical disk. 2)
Conceptual data layer is a middle data structure representing interchange data structure
between physical and external layer implemented as the core of database library. 3) external
data layer represents data structure that appear to users or applications when querying
(Bachman 1974). All layers were designed independently but connected and transformed by
database library to let data flow through smoothly during database basic processes.
Following the database design concept, conceptual data structure was firstly designed based
on combining objectoriented and graph model for separated parts of data entities and their
relationship respectively. The NOSQL data models were considered to be basis data
models for new database design to avoid problem found in the SQL based data model.
Objectoriented data model derived from objectoriented programming paradigm with three
basis of data construction; objects, classes, attributes and relationship. Each data unit is
conceptually considered as an object which can be classified into different classes by their
attributes. Attributes, descriptive information of objects, are categorized into three classes of
attribute: value, group (refer to a group of value or array) and aggregative (refer to another

objects) attributes (Zhao 1988). However, for more flexibility to expand classes in
conceptual layer and to avoid complexity of data aggregation, relationships among the
classes were not designed using objectoriented data model. Relationships were modeled as
objects, following a binary graph relationship model, to store connection between two
objects separately from data objects. Classes, regarded as categories of objects, were
modeled based on biological entity groups including DNARegion (implied gene), Transcript,
Proteins, SmallMolecule and Reaction as shown in Figure 5. Classes were defined attributes
limit to only closely related properties or naturally belong to class itself to avoid data
redundancy and data contradiction. This minimal design limit information that can be stored
in objects. To compensate for this limitation, there several functions were implemented in
classes to query information, that can be implied by data context. Relationships among the
classes were described as separated classed as illustrated in Figure 5 also.
The external data structure was secondly designed using the behavioral modeling concept to
retrieve related information by following real object behaviors. This data structure was
implemented in the query function of the Dactyls database API. The target of this querying
system was to provide an easy way for biologists to get acquired data from database with
less effort and without concern about the data structure. The query functions were named
mimicking the actual properties or actions of real biological objects as much as possible as
shown in Figure 3. However, to avoid technical problems, this work did not impact the
physical data structure design. The physical data structure was defined in the underlying
database management system, MongoDB.
Database and database API implementation
The design of Hreed is particularly to organize and maintain the human reaction data
represented in the Human Metabolic Atlas as well as reaction related data such as genome
and annotation information. In order to ensure accuracy and integrity of human reaction
data, a dedicate database management system was developed using an objectoriented data
model on top of a MongoDB database management system (http://www.mongodb.org/).
The database management system contains a C++ library with major functions to support
data manipulation including file parser, data wrapper and specific database operation
functions for data population and integration.
The CRUD operations are provided in a database API library following database ACID
properties to ensure accuracy and integrity of the data. Two database API libraries were
developed in different programming languages and with different optimizations. The first
library, Corgi, was developed in the C++ programming language, which is more efficient in
speed and memory optimization, to support data modeling and database activities. Due to
the nature of the C++ language, this library is quite difficult to use by nonprogrammers, but
it is a powerful API to process the large datasets. The Corgi was used to develop the
backend script of web based data query system in the Human Metabolic Atlas website. The
second library is developed with Ruby scripting language called Dactyls to provide database
management functions as in Corgi and a data querying system that is more readable.
Read is the most important database operation particularly for data utilization. A
programmatic data querying system was developed as the external data layer by expanding
data structure of conceptual data layer by using behavioral modeling concept. As it was
developed in Ruby, the query system needs to run under Interactive Ruby Shell (i.e. irb or
pry).

Data standardization
One of objectives of the database design is to reduce data redundancy to maintain data
integrity and improve querying efficiency of the database. The uniqueness of data is also
needed for data integration of multidata level. To overcome this achievement, all data in the
database must be comparable with others not only internal database but also external
databases with clear identifiers. A systematic of data identifier was applied in compound,
reaction data and crossreferences and implemented tightly in the conceptual data layer.
Conventional chemical identifiers are normally specified by names which provides
ambiguous description of chemicals. The International Chemical Identifier (InChI) and
InChIKey, developed by IUPAC, is a unique computer readable identifier of chemical
compounds generated from their structure (Heller et al. 2013). InChI and InChIKey is a
minimum requirement for every SmallMolecule objects to put in Hreed database. MIRIAM
registry, the Minimum Information Required in the Annotation of Models registry, was used
and also implemented in conceptual data layers to avoid ambiguity of external id. MIRIAM
registry is usually provided as URN (Unified Resources Name) composed of three parts
separated by colon sign (:). The first part is prefix, always urn:miriam, to specify the source
of registry from MIRIAM. The second part is a name space depended on the data
collection of identifier. The last part is the identifier itself. Besides providing global unique
identifiers, MIRIAM also provides a service to resolve registry back to get original data
URL from original database, which is very useful to avoid dead link (Juty et al. 2012).
To make the data more consistent, identifiable, understandable and exchangeable, several
data identifiers were implemented for chemical compounds, cross reference and annotation
word during data propagation in the integration processes, but not for reaction data, which is
a the major data used in the Human Metabolic Atlas. The specific identifier for the reaction
data was developed based on the InChIKey algorithm providing 8 information layers
including related compounds, reaction directionality, stoichiometry and charge balance as
shown in Figure 6. Reaction key calculation was relied on InChIKey of substrates involved
in the reaction. The first layer was calculated from a joined string of the first 14 characters of
InChIKey of all reactants using SHA256 hash function. To generate the string for hashing,
substrates were joined together with ‘+’ sign, as with products. Then both strings from
substrates and products were joined together with ‘/’ by alphabetical order before hashing.
The second layer was also calculated as the first layer, but using the following 8 characters
from InChIKey. The third layer was flagged for that whether standard InChIKeys were
used in calculation or not. The fourth layer specified version of InChIKey. The fifth layer
specified version of the reaction key itself. The sixth layer specified charge balance of the
reaction, ‘B’ for balance and ‘X’ for not balanced. The seventh represented rounded
summation of coefficient number in reaction, started with ‘A’ for 1 and so forth. The last
layer represented the direction of reaction (Fig. 7). With this reaction key, besides to
generate a unique key for reaction, users allow to use specific information layer to search for
other reactions without comparing each reactants in the database.
Moreover, to support the implementation of identifier system, the database API library also
provides utility functions, such as InChI and InChIKey look up services for searching the full
description of compound from PubChem, a MIRIAM resolver for retrieving the original
URL of specific identifier from MIRIAM registry service and a reaction key calculation
function etc.

Atlas development
The Atlas was developed using the Ondine metabolic map viewer engine (Natapol Ondine
paper). The engine renders the interactive SVG map using coordinate from KEGG KGML
files (Kanehisa et al. 2012) which were firstly transformed into JSON format.

Availability and requirements
●
●
●
●
●
●

Project name: Human Metabolic Atlas
Project home page: http://www.metabolicatlas.org
Operating system(s): Platform independent
Programming language: C++, Ruby and JavaScript
Other requirements: Web Browser
Any restrictions to use by nonacademics: none
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Figure 1. Visitor statistics of the Human Metabolic Atlas website generated from Google
analytics comparison between year 2012 and 2013. (A) by countries (B) by months (C) by
user behavior.

Figure 2. web based data query system. Users provide keywords into the filter input box.
For complex keywords, “|” and “+” can be used to combine keyword with “or” and “and”
operator respectively. For searching specific object type or relationship, “filter entities by
type” and “relations of these types” tab can be used.

Figure 3. Programmatic data query system using Hreed (A) Object query structure with
searching (begin with ::) and operating (begin with .) functions. The concepts of the system is
search (for object) and operate (their functions) or search and ask (for their properties). (B)
An example about searching for some proteins related to gene named ‘STP1’. (C) An
example about searching for reactions that catalyze compounds named with glucose.

Figure 4. Summary of Atlas map viewer functions. (A) The main view of Atlas with control
panel, comprised of pathway input box for selecting specific sub metabolic map to be
opened and cell type tree categorized by system for choosing cell type information to be
overlaid on the map, on the left and maps on the right. Atlas starts with global metabolic
pathway map by default. (B) Sub metabolic map with data overlaid and bar plot
representing the number of genes that represents in this pathway map for each cell type can
be opened by control panel, clicking on pathway name in every map and clicking on
pathway id in information window. (C) The information window represents some
information of reaction from KEGG database and provides link to external database for
further information.

Figure 5. Data model in conceptual data layer. (The DNA, RNA and Protein molecules
were generated from PDB files of 2O61, 1PNS and 3HM8 respectively using Pymol
(www.pymol.org) and glucose and glucose 6 phosphate were from PubChem (Evan et al.
2014). (A) Biological entity categories and their functions. (B) Data classes reflexed to each
biological entity categories and relation classes for their function.
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Figure 6. Information layer of reaction key. (A) Main structures  calculated from a set of
the first 14 characters of InChIKey from reactants. (B) Stereochemical information 
calculated from a set of the following 9 characters of InChIKey from reactants. (F)
Standard flag  S for all InChIKeys in this reaction are standard, else X. (v) InChIKey
version  indicate the version of InChIKey used in calculation, if not unique X. (V) Reaction
key version  A for version 1, then respectively. (H) Charge balance  B if balance, else X.
(E) Stoichiometric number  Summation of all coefficient number in reaction. (D) Direction 
B for backward, F for forward, R for reversible, U for unknown

Table 1. Repository summary
Human tissue specific model INIT normal INIT cancer
type

Curated

Human related
microbial

r1 (Agren et al. 2012)

69

16





r2

83







r3 (Gatto et al. 2014)



5

r4 (Mardinoglu et al. 2013)





1



r5 (Mardinoglu et al. 2014)





1



r6







3



Table 2. Summary of the Hreed database.
Datasets

Source

Data types

Imported method

Imported/Total

Ensembl gene 69

biomart.org

Gene (and
Chromosome)

Automatically

62311

Ensembl transcript
69

biomart.org

Transcript

Automatically

213272

UniProt 2012_09

uniprot.org

Protein

Automatically

19084

HMR compound

metabolicatlas.org

Compound

Partial curated

1692/3539

Pooled dataset

metabolicatlas.org

Compound

Automatically

72594

HMR reaction

metabolicatlas.org

Biological reaction

Partial curated

5282/5526

Table 3. Comparison between Hreed and Recon 2.02
a) Compound
Recon: Compound

Hreed: SmallMolecule

All

5063

74286

Unique/noncompartment

2626

74286

with InChI

1332

74286

with standard InChI

974

74286

b) Reaction
Recon: Reaction

Hreed: Reaction

All

7440

2250

Unique/noncompartment

4910

2250

Metabolic Reaction

3309

2250

Transport Reaction

1601

0

c) Reaction based on gene association
Recon: Reaction

Hreed: Reaction

All

4252

1162

Unique/noncompartment

2875

1162

Unique metabolic Reaction 2484

1162

Transport Reaction

0

391
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